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Summary 
Project 
This report documents the Transportation Plan prepared as part of the Avenue 12 Enhancement project. 
The project has three distinct, but interrelated parts: (a) Community Visioning; (b) a Commercial Area 
Redesign Plan; and (c) a Transportation Plan. The latter two Plans were guided by a community‐visioning 
process in which stakeholders determined how best to preserve their community’s rural identity and 
enhance their quality of life in the face of their imminent changing surroundings. 
Avenue 12 is currently a 2‐lane country road which connects Highway 99 (SR 99) to the west and 
Highway 41 (SR 41) to the east. It bisects the southern commercial portion of the town of Madera 
Ranchos, which lies in the southeastern area of Madera County. 
Several future development projects are proposed for new residential and commercial 
developments in areas located both east and west of the Ranchos, many of which are located on Avenue 
12. The additional vehicle trips to be associated with these developments are anticipated to severely 
impact traffic flow on Avenue 12. The purpose of the Enhancement Plan is to develop a scenario through 
which the character of the Ranchos can be maintained, whilst accommodating rural development and 
the anticipated traffic growth along the Avenue 12 corridor. The project also includes the construction 
of a by‐pass along Avenue 12 just to the south of the Ranchos. For medium and long term future 
conditions, this by‐pass is included in the analysis. 
Travel Alternatives 
The Madera Ranchos area is a rural, low density, middle income community surrounded by agricultural 
uses. There are currently no viable transit alternatives to the private automobile. The focus of the study 
is thus primarily on private vehicle travel within and through the Ranchos. However, complete street 
principles are comprehensively utilized with the Ranchos to incorporate alternative modes of travel e.g. 
walking and bicycling. 
Existing Levels of Service 
Current traffic volumes are rural in character (relatively low when compared to urban areas, resulting in 
acceptable levels of service on Avenue 12 and parallel east‐west routes throughout the day. The only 
exception is the finding of border‐line acceptable level of service on Avenue 12 near Sate Route (SR) 41 
Baseline Future 
An evaluation of baseline future conditions revealed the following: 
•	 Accuracy of the future baseline conditions, when compared to the County’s travel demand 
model, is fair 
•	 The two most recent impact reports (Tesoro Viejo and Gunner Ranch West) are both based on 
the County’s Rio Mesa Model for 2025 
•	 Available projections in these recent studies do not include concentrations of development 
proposals along Avenue 12. 
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•	 Future conditions on Avenue 12 are bound to be worse than thus far projected when trips 
associated with proposed new developments not included in the Rio Mesa Model are 
considered. 
Overview of Potential Future Conditions 
An assessment of potential future conditions points to significant changes in development proposals 
(+40%) and changes in locations of development proposals. This necessitated a new set of future 
projections under the changed circumstances. Trip generation, trip distribution and manual trip 
assignments were conducted for future conditions in the Avenue 12 area of Madera County assuming all 
proposed developments were implemented. The study also identified potential impacts of the new 
developments and possible measures to mitigate their traffic impacts. 
Trip Generation 
Trips were generated according to rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The 
trips were further adjusted for on‐site (internal) capture at mixed use developments and pass‐by 
capture for other retail uses. 
Trip Distribution 
Morning peak and afternoon peak distributions of traffic flows across a cordon around the study area 
track distributions of Ranchos residents to employment locations well, since the cordon distributions 
were combined with those reflected in the census data to derive directional distribution of trips used in 
this study. 
Trip Assignment 
Trip assignment in the four‐step travel analysis process was initially based on an all‐or‐nothing 
assumption of trips taking the shortest travel time path between origins and destinations with a 
concentration of access via Avenue 12. Results indicated significant increases in peak period traffic flow 
if all developments were implemented as proposed. Even four lanes on Avenue 12 could not 
accommodate peak hour volumes and initial projected peak directional volumes could reach 5,500 
vehicles per peak hour. New assignments were thus performed, in which travelers would use available 
back roads and redistribute through the broader road network to achieve a balanced or equilibrium 
flow. 
Future Levels of Service 
Levels of service (LOS) analyses were performed for key intersections on Avenue 12 to assess traffic 
impacts. The intersections include Avenue 12 at: (a) Road 35; (b) Road 36; (c) Road 38; (d) SR 41 SB; and 
(e) SR 41 NB. LOS analyses were conducted for morning and afternoon peak hours under two scenarios: 
(a) one without a bypass and (b) one with a proposed bypass around the central section of the Ranchos, 
with approximate limits from Road 35 to Road 38. 
Without the bypass, LOS would be poor at all the key intersections signifying the same operating 
conditions along most of Avenue 12. With the bypass, LOS would be acceptable (at D or better) at the 
key intersections signifying the same operating conditions along the central section of Avenue 12. 
Potential Improvement Measures 
The analyses indicates that geometric improvements on Avenue 12 and the general Ranchos area are 
required to attain acceptable operating conditions under equilibrium flow conditions. The improvement 
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1.	 Widening of Avenue 12 (as included in the financially constrained transportation improvement 
plan [TIP] for the area) to a three to four lane road. 
2.	 Separate left and right turn bays at major intersections along Avenue 12. 
3.	 Either a bypass for a 3‐ or 4‐lane Avenue 12 through the central Ranchos or widening of Avenue 
12 to 6 lanes 
4.	 A grade separated Interchange at Avenue 12 and SR 41 (per the financially constrained TIP). 
5.	 Four lanes on selected north‐south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 ½) that are deemed 
necessary to provide interconnection with other east‐west avenues. 
6.	 Extension of the selected north‐south roads to connect with all the east‐west avenues. 
Circulation Plan 
Overview of Circulation Plan 
The results of the transportation analyses were combined with community visions and the urban design 
plan to derive a set of recommendations for future transportation improvements along the Avenue 12 
corridor and in the general study area. Specific elements addressed in the plan include: (a) area‐wide 
roadway improvements; (b) Avenue 12 specific roadway improvements; (c)public transportation service 
to and from the Ranchos; (d) Bicycling and walking facilities in the Madera Ranchos area. Additional 
details with diagrams are included in Chapter 9 of this report. Layouts and cross sections are included in 
Chapter 10. 
Area‐wide Improvements 
Improvements necessary for the area‐wide transportation system to function properly under future 
build conditions include widening on the major east‐west routes (Avenue 9, Avenue 12, Avenue 15 and 
SR 145). Hand in hand with these improvements will be the need to extend and widen selected north‐
south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 ½) to create a grid network of major arteries that would 
enable alternative route choices and distribution of trips for an efficient circulation system 
Avenue 12 at Express Bypass 
There are three possible geometric configurations of the connecting points between Business 12 and 
the Express Bypass. Depending on funding and growth in traffic, it is conceivable that these connecting 
points may take on each of these configurations at various points in time. The first is a signalized 
intersection. The second, which is an alternative to the first as an initial treatment, is a roundabout. The 
third, which is an upgrade to the first two, is an interchange. 
Traffic Calming and Control 
The circulation plan includes several traffic calming and control measures that would foster safety 
through the Ranchos. Traffic calming along the commercial segment of Avenue 12 through town is to be 
accomplished with a series of roundabouts, bulb‐outs, and raised crosswalks at strategic locations. 
Traffic control is to be accomplished with a series of traffic signals or roundabouts and stop signs on side 
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Two forms of fixed route transit are recommended for the Madera Ranchos and area residents. One is 
an upgrade of the limited existing fixed route service that would operate as local service with detours 
through the Ranchos neighborhoods. The other is express fixed‐route service, which should be inserted 
on the half hour during the morning and afternoon commute periods. Dial‐a‐ride transit is 
recommended to supplement fixed‐route transit. 
Bicycling and Walking 
A network of bicycle paths and lanes are proposed to serve the need both for short‐distance 
transportation between activities and for recreation. Recommendations include: a two‐way separated 
bicycle path; one‐way separated bicycle paths; On‐street bicycle lanes; and trails. Pedestrian facilities 
include: wide sidewalks; pedestrian crossings including raised cross‐walks at selected locations; and 
bulb‐outs. 
Plan Outcome 
The fully implemented plan would result in the following outcomes in and around Madera Ranchos: 
•	 The Southeast Madera County Area (SEMCA) would have a robust grid network of roadway 
improvements in which selected north‐south roads link major east‐west arterials to enable an 
efficient circulation system with multiple options for route choices. 
•	 The segments of Avenue 12 east and west of the Ranchos together with the bypass around the 
central Ranchos would became an express route. The section of Avenue 12 through town 
wound become a three‐lane wide Main Street that joins the express route. 
•	 Traffic would be calmed along the main street section of Avenue 12 to foster safety and enable 
motorists to slow down, notice, stop and patronize establishments along the redesigned Main 
Street . 
•	 A redesigned Main Street would have a three‐way separation of travel channels for 
automobiles, bicyclists and walkers respectively. Wide sidewalks would adjoin the buildings. A 
central commercial center would serve as the central business district or downtown for the 
Ranchos and proposed future developments in the area. Downtown buildings would align both 
sides of median separated directional roadways of Main Street. The almond‐shaped median 
would be a central park for community events. 
•	 Public transportation service would be expanded to link the Ranchos area with neighboring 
urban centers of Madera and Fresno. 
•	 An assortment of bicycle paths and lanes within the Ranchos would provide non‐motorized 
access to activity centers and link up parks and recreation areas. 
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This report documents the Transportation Plan prepared as part of the Avenue 12 Enhancement 
project. The project has three distinct, but interrelated parts: (a) Community Visioning; (b) a Commercial 
Area Redesign Plan; and (c) a Transportation Plan. The latter two plans are to be informed by an initial 
community‐visioning process in which stakeholders determine how best to preserve their community’s 
identity and enhance their quality of life in the face of their changing surroundings. The objectives of the 
project therefore are the following: 
•	 Create transportation alternatives for express traffic between Highways 41 and 99 in the 
southern Madera County area which bypasses through traffic around the Madera Ranchos 
commercial strip (about 1 mile of Avenue 12 between Road 36 and Road 38). 
•	 Create an Urban Design plan for the re‐configuration of the Avenue 12 commercial strip to make 
it attractive for residents and visitors in order to preserve the economic viability of the town’s 
commercial area and enhance the livability of the community. 
•	 Improve alternative mobility in the Madera Ranchos area through plans for pedestrian and bike 
trails, clean fuel shuttles, and other public transportation improvements to meet the needs of 
the residents who do not drive and to reduce automobile usage. 
•	 Outline a vision for the future of the Madera Ranchos community to preserve its identity and 
livability in the face of new developments, which will guide and inform the above processes. 
1.2 STUDY AREA 
Avenue 12 is a 2‐lane country road which connects Highway 99 (SR 99) to the west and Highway 
41 (SR 41) to the east. It bisects the southern, commercial portion of the town of Madera Ranchos, 
which lies in the southeastern area of Madera County. See Figure 1‐1. Madera County is primarily a rural 
county in the San Joaquin Valley. It lies to the immediate north of Fresno County and the City of Fresno. 
In January 2009, the entire county population of 152,331 was less than a third that of the neighboring 
city of Fresno with 495,913 people (CA Dept. of Finance, 2009). The County’s population is expected to 
triple over the next 30 years. Much of this growth is anticipated to take place in the southeastern 
portion of the County as de facto expansion of the Fresno urban area. Madera Ranchos is a middle‐
income community with an estimated 2009 population of 9,300 people and is located in the center of 
this area of growth. Because of the lack of express routes between SR 99 and SR 41, Avenue 12 is one of 
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Figure 1‐1: Locations of Madera County and Madera Ranchos, Cal ifornia 
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1.3 MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
Several proposals are put forth for new residential and commercial developments in areas 
located both east and west of the Ranchos, many of which are on Avenue 12. Figure 1‐2 shows locations 
of proposed new developments. The additional vehicle trips to be associated with these developments 
are anticipated to create intolerable congestion along Avenue 12. A solution under consideration is a 
bypass around the Ranchos. The community is worried that its commercial area could lose economic 
viability with the loss of the through traffic. The Avenue 12 Enhancement Study was launched therefore 
for a re‐design of the Avenue 12 commercial corridor in Madera Ranchos so as to preserve and enhance 
the community in the face of these changes. Elements include traffic calming, streetscape 
improvements, areas to walk, sit and meet, and parking facilities for visitors. The crux of the 
enhancement plan is to outline the most favorable ways to divert the increased traffic around the 
community while still inviting travelers to stop and use the commercial areas. The final product is 
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2.0 Existing Conditions 
2.1 LAND USE TYPES 
The study community is referred to in official US Census records as the “Bonadelle Ranchos‐
Madera Ranchos Census Designated Place”. It is a suburban community developed on nearly 12 square 
miles in the midst of agricultural lands. Figure 2‐1 shows the Ranchos and its surroundings. 
The built‐up area is primarily residential with a strip of commercial development along Avenue 
12 between Road 36 and Road 38. Other notable land uses are elementary schools, a high school and 
places of worship. Figure 2‐2 shows existing land use within and surrounding the Ranchos Community. 
2.2 TRAVEL CORRIDORS 
The principal corridors of travel in the study area are dictated by the placement of major 
attractors. To the south and southeast are the City of Fresno and such major communities as Bakersfield 
and Los Angeles further beyond. To the northeast is the Yosemite National Park. To the northwest and 
north are the City of Madera, the largest in the County, and such major communities as Stockton and 
Sacramento further beyond. Travel between the major attractions beyond the study area is primarily 
accommodated via SR 99 and SR 41. Travel between the study area and attractions in these faraway 
places as well as those in the immediate cities of Fresno and Madera require east‐west connections 
between SR 99 and SR 41 to enable movements diagonally to and from northwest and southeast. These 
diagonal connections are enabled by Avenue 9, Avenue 12, Avenue 15 and SR 145. This explains why 
these routes are of particular focus in this transportation study. 
2.3 STUDY AREA ROADWAYS & GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS 
The study network for the Transportation Plan is determined by the main corridors of travel. It 
extends from SR 99 on the west to SR 41 on the east and from Avenue 9 in the south to SR 145 in the 
north. See Figure 1‐2. 
State Route 145 (SR 145) provides east‐west access from SR 99 in the City of Madera to Road 206 in the 
County. This connector road forms the northern boundary of the project study area and provides access 
to residential and commercial areas. This two lane roadway is planned to be expanded eventually into a 
four‐lane divided arterial. 
Avenue 15 functions as a two‐lane east‐west rural road extending from the City of Madera to SR 41. It 
provides access to residential and commercial areas. It is ultimately planned to be a four‐lane divided 
arterial with an interchange at SR 41. 
Avenue 12 functions as a two‐lane, east‐west road that extends from east of SR 41 to west of SR 99. 
Future plans call for an extension of this road through the Rio Mesa Area Plan and also for its expansion 
into a four‐lane divided arterial with an interchange at SR 41. 
Avenue 9 is a two lane east‐west county road. It extends through mostly agricultural areas west to SR 
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General Plan Land Uses 
Other/Underlined 
Agriculture (A) 
Agriculture Exclusive (AE) 
.. Community Commercial (CIC) 
High Den. Residential (HDR) 
.. Public Institutional (PI) 
.. Professional Office (PO) 
Rural Residential (RR) 
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State Route 99 (SR 99) is a principal north‐south highway of statewide importance. It is a fully grade‐
separated freeway with at least two through lanes plus auxiliary lanes in each direction. It lies on the 
western boundary of the study network. 
State Route 41 (SR 41) is a principal highway of regional importance. It is a fully grade‐separated 
freeway with at least two through lanes plus auxiliary lanes in each direction in the vicinity of Fresno. It 
transitions to a two lane express route southwest of Fresno. It transitions rapidly from a multilane 
highway to a two lane, two‐way road north of Avenue 12. While it constitutes the eastern boundary of 
the study network, some of the proposed new developments lie to its immediate east. 
2.4 TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES 
2.4.1 Non­Motorized Transportation 
Non‐motorized facilities include those means of travel that do not depend on mechanical 
engines. The use of such modes, if convenient, can preclude energy consumption and environmental 
pollution. Two of the commonest types are walking and bicycling. These modes depend on appropriate 
infrastructure and location of human activities to be convenient and attractive to users. 
Pedestrian facilities include sidewalks, crosswalks and pedestrian signals. There is limited 
provision of sidewalks along existing roadways within the Ranchos. The California Department of 
Transportation (Caltrans) is constructing sidewalks along the commercial section of Avenue 12. 
Crosswalks are rarities that are found at major signalized intersections, such as Avenue 12 at Road 36. 
Bicycle facilities are generally classified into three categories: (a) Class I bike paths are paved 
trails that are separated from roadways; (b) Class II bike lanes are lanes that are designated on roadways 
for use by bicycles through striping, pavement markings and signs; (c) Class III bike routes are simply 
designated with signs for roadways to be shared by automobiles and bicycles. They do not include 
additional pavement width for cyclists. While bicycle facilities are not provided within the study area, 
the Madera County 2004 Regional Bicycle Transportation Plan includes planned future facilities for the 
provision of (a) a Class II bike lane on Avenue 12 from Road 38 to SR 41; and (b) a Class III bike route on 
Avenue 12 from SR 41 to the San Joaquin River. The Rio Mesa Area Plan (RMAP) provides conceptual 
circulation plans for the development of bicycle facilities, including Class II bike lanes on all arterial and 
collector roads and Class III designation for local rural roads. 
2.4.2 Pedestrian Travel Corridors in the Ranchos 
Without pedestrian facilities, existing pedestrian corridors are not easily discernible. Human 
settlements still contain certain desire lines of travel to connect specific origins and destinations by 
walking. The apparent desire lines are those between residences and both the commercial strip and 
schools. The weather is very hot during summer months. This factor and low density development, in 
which uses are placed too far apart from each other, do not encourage walking. 
2.4.3 Public Transportation 
The Madera County Connection provides limited public transit service between the City of 
Madera, The Children’s Hospital (located off Avenue 9 to the southeast of the Ranchos) and North Fork 
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the City of Madera has one stop at the Madera Ranchos Market. Northbound has only one scheduled 
service in the morning at 9:45 a.m. and two scheduled stops in the afternoon at 2:56 p.m. and 5:20 p.m. 
Similarly, there are three runs in the opposite direction over the entire day. Appendix 2‐0 has the bus 
schedule and map. Without direct access to Fresno and a limited number of runs per day, the service is 
at best inconvenient for other than discretionary travel. 
There are two demand‐response transit services that do not serve the Ranchos area. Dial‐a‐ride 
service area covers the western portion of the County and only extends as far as the Madera Community 
College on Avenue 12 just east of SR 99. The Eastern Madera County Senior Shuttle serves the 
communities of Oakhurst, Coarsegold, Bass Lake and Ahwahnee, all of which are located several miles 
north of the Ranchos. 
2.4.4 Automobile Transportation 
The lack of and convenience associated with transportation alternatives for residents of the 
Ranchos contribute to a preponderant dependence on the automobile. The 2000 US Census indicates, 
for instance, that the overwhelming majority of commute trips to work by Ranchos residents (96%) were 
by the automobile, which was divided between drive alone (85%) and carpools (11%). No one used 
public transportation to get to work. The only non‐automobile mode choice was the 0.3 percent of 
residents who walked to their jobs within the Ranchos. The remainder (4%) is accounted for by those 
who worked at home. The remainder of the analysis therefore dwells on roadway transportation. 
Alternatives are dealt with later on as part of proposals for improvement. 
2.5 EXISTING TRAVEL VOLUMES 
2.5.1 Travel Data for Existing Conditions 
Travel data on “existing” (or most current) conditions were compiled from a variety of sources. 
The study team conducted supplementary counts along Avenue 12 at its intersections with Road 34 1/2, 
Road 35, Road 37 and Road 38 in mid July, 2009. Weekday, peak period travel conditions were captured 
with counts from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Other existing peak hour counts 
for additional intersections are reported for September 2006 and January 2007 by TPG Consulting and 
Fehr and Peers Consultants respectively. Detailed traffic count data are included in Appendix 2‐1. 
2.5.2 Daily Volumes along Avenue 12 
Figure 2‐3 shows average daily traffic (ADT) volumes by approach along Avenue 12, the primary 
artery of focus in the study. The volumes reflect a heavier orientation of trips toward Fresno, which is 
larger and closer to the Ranchos, than toward Madera, which is smaller and further away. Daily 
directional volumes range from 5,300 vehicles on the west near SR 99 to 8,500 vehicles on the east near 
SR 41. Daily, two‐way volumes on the two‐lane Avenue 12 therefore range between 11,300 near SR 99 
to 15,500 near SR 41. 
2.5.3 Peak Hour Volumes along Avenue 12 
Figure 2‐4 shows peak hour traffic volumes by approach along Avenue 12. Consistent with the 
observations about the daily volumes, the peak directional flows reflect a dependence on neighboring 
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cities in the afternoon peak periods. Peak hour directional volumes vary all along Avenue 12 from 225 
vehicles to 735 vehicles. Two‐way, peak hour volumes on Avenue 12 vary between 520 vehicles at Road 
34½ in the morning to 1,155 vehicles (that is, more than two times as much) at Frontage Road on the 
east. 
2.5.4 Comparative Peak Hour Volumes 
To place the volume of traffic along Avenue 12 in context, its peak hour directional volumes are 
compared with those on parallel east‐west routes in the area. Figure 2‐5 compares peak hour traffic 
volumes by approach along Avenue 9, Avenue 12, Avenue 15 and SR 145. Looking at a screenline across 
these routes through the middle of the Ranchos at Road 36 reveals that the two southern routes, 
Avenue 12 and Avenue 9, are similarly and much more heavily used than the other parallel routes to the 
north. Table 2‐1 summarizes the two‐way, peak hour mainline volumes along these parallel routes. 
These findings are significant in light of the fact that most proposed new developments are centered on 
Avenue 12 and to a smaller extent on Avenue 9. The significance will be reflected in the assignment of 
trips to and from the development sites that is dealt with in subsequent tasks of this study. 
Table 2‐1: Comparative Two‐way, Peak Hour Volumes on Parallel Routes 
Location AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
SR 145 at Road 36 405 445 
Avenue 15 at Road 36 270 275 
Avenue 12 at Road 36 600 855 
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2.6 EXISTING LEVELS OF SERVICE  
2.6.1 Definitions 
The Highway Capacity Manual (2000) defines level of service (LOS) as use of “qualitative 
measures that characterize operational conditions within a traffic stream and their perception by 
motorists and passengers”. It is a similar perception that is held by community residents as traffic 
volumes change along roadways in their neighborhoods. Such a perception about probable future 
operating conditions is the impetus for proposals for bypasses and commercial area redevelopments in 
the Ranchos. Six levels of service are defined for various types of transportation facilities. They are 
designated by letters A through F with LOS A representing the best operating conditions and LOS F for 
the worst. 
2.6.2 Standards for Road Segments 
The Madera County General Plan (adopted 1995) requires that level of service be measured for 
roadway segments when conducting planning studies and that the minimum acceptable threshold is LOS 
D. The levels of service for segments are to be based on traffic volumes per lane per hour. The County’s 
table of level of service volumes is derived from the 1980 version of the Highway Capacity Manual. Table 
2‐2 shows the County’s threshold values for various levels of service. 
Table 2‐2: Madera County Level of Service Thresholds for Rural Road Segments 
Level of Service Freeway 
(vehicles per hour 
per lane) 
Two‐Lane Road 
(vehicles per hour per 
lane) 
Multi‐Lane Road 
(vehicles per hour per 
lane) 
A 700 120 470 
B 1,100 240 945 
C 1,550 395 1285 
D 1,850 675 1585 
E 2,000 1,145 1800 
F 2,001+ 1,146+ 1801+ 
Sources: Madera County General Plan, 1995; adapted from 1980 Highway Capacity Manual and Chapters 3, 7 and 8 
of the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual 
2.6.3 Peak Hour LOS for Selected Road Segments 
Matching the peak hour directional volumes (Figure 2‐5) with the County standards (Table 2‐2) 
produces the levels of service results in Table 2‐3. As shown, Avenue 12 and its parallel alternatives 
operate at the acceptable LOS D or better under 2009 conditions. It is notable, however, that the 
segment of Avenue 12 between Road 36 and SR 41 has high enough volumes during both morning and 
afternoon peak hours to indicate the upper limit of LOS D. This suggests that inevitable additions to 
future travel volumes through growth in either through traffic or new development traffic would result 
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Table 2‐3: Road Segment Levels of Service 
Segment West of Road 36 East of Road 36 
Route 
Peak Hour 
Volume Period1 LOS 
Peak Hour 
Volume Period1 LOS 
SR 145 256 PM C 206 AM B 
Avenue 15 140 AM B 141 PM B 
Avenue 12 366 PM C 674 AM D 
Avenue 9 332 PM C 438 PM D 
1 Period of the day during which the highest hourly link volume is recorded 
2.6.4 Level of Service Criteria for Intersections 
In a built‐up area, the bottlenecks to traffic flow are typically at intersections, where conflicting 
movements must be accommodated. The delay experienced by motorists in traversing intersections is 
used to measure the levels of service. In the study network, there are both signalized and unsignalized 
intersections. Thus two sets of level of service criteria are applied from the Highway Capacity Manual. 
Traffic conditions were evaluated at signalized intersections using such characteristics as traffic 
volumes, lane geometry and signal phasing to estimate the average control delay experienced by 
motorists traveling through the intersections. Control delay is a combination of various delay 
components that are associated with deceleration, acceleration, stopping and moving along in queue at 
the intersection. Table 2‐4 is a summary of the relationship between average control delay per vehicle 





Average Control Delay 
Per Vehicle (Seconds) 
A 
Operations with very low delay occurring with favorable 
progression and/or short cycle lengths. 
< 10.0 
B 
Operations with low delay occurring with good 
progression and/or short cycle lengths. 
> 10.0 to 20.0 
C 
Operations with average delays resulting from fair 
progression and/or longer cycle lengths. Individual cycle 
failures begin to appear. 
> 20.0 to 35.0 
D 
Operations with longer delays due to a combination of 
unfavorable progression, long cycle lengths, and/or high 
volume‐to‐capacity (V/C) ratios. Many vehicles stop and 
individual cycle failures are noticeable. 
> 35.0 to 55.0 
E 
Operations with long delays indicating poor progression, 
long cycle lengths, and high V/C ratios. Individual cycle 
failures are frequent occurrences. 
> 55.0 to 80.0 
F 
Operations with delays unacceptable to most drivers 
occurring due to over saturation, poor progression, or 
very long cycle lengths. 
> 80.0 
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, 2000 
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Traffic conditions were evaluated at unsignalized intersections using average control delay per 
vehicle for each movement that must yield right‐of‐way to others. At two‐way stop‐controlled 
intersections, control delay is calculated as an average for the entire intersection and for each 
controlled, side‐street movement and the left‐turn movement from the major street. For controlled 
approaches on a single lane, the delay is computed as the average of all movements in that lane. At 
four‐way stop‐controlled intersections, LOS is based on the average delay experienced on all 
approaches. Table 2‐5 is a summary of the relationship between average control delay per vehicle and 





Average Control Delay 
Per Vehicle (Seconds) 
A Little or no delays < 10.0 
B Short delays > 10.0 to 15.0 
C Average delays > 15.0 to 25.0 
D Long delays > 25.0 to 35.0 
E Very long delays > 35.0 to 50.0 
F 
Extreme levels of delay that are generally 
unacceptable to motorists 
> 50.0 
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, 2000 
2.6.5 Peak Hour LOS for Intersections 
All level of service calculations were conducted with version 6.0 of the Synchro software, which 
applies the methods of the Highway Capacity Manual. Figure 2‐6 and Figure 2‐7 show existing geometric 
configurations and turning volume counts respectively on Avenue 12. Additional traffic count data for 
other intersections in the study network are included in Appendix 2‐1. Results of level of service 
analyses are shown in Table 2‐6. Additional details are included in Appendix 2‐2. Under existing 
conditions, levels of service are generally acceptable at key intersections on the primary east‐west 
routes. The notable exception is the intersection of Avenue 12 at SR 41 during the afternoon peak hour 
when motorists experience LOS F. 
A close look at detailed results in Appendix 2‐2 reveals that for the most part, the intersections 
along Avenue 12 depict LOS “A” for the eastbound and westbound approaches. This is a reasonable 
result because the eastbound and westbound traffic neither faces stop signs nor traffic signals except 
for the signalized intersections at Roads 36 and SR 41. The northbound and southbound LOS results vary 














             
             
             
             
             
               
               
             
             
           
         
           
 













SR 145/Road 36 SSSC A 2 A 1 
SR 145/SR 41 Signal B 18 D 26 
Avenue 15/Road 36 SSSC B 12 A 8 
Avenue 15/SR 41 SSSC A 2 A 7 
Avenue 12/Road 36 Signal B 15 B 15 
Avenue 12/Road 36 NB Signal D 39 D 30 
Avenue 12/Road 36 SB Signal D 27 D 33 
Avenue 12/SR 41 Signal D 26 F 61 
Avenue 9/Road 36 SSSC A 3 A 2 
Children’s Blvd at SR 41 SB 
Ramps Signal A 3 A 4 
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3.0 Roadway Improvement Proposals 
3.1 MADERA COUNTY TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
The Madera County 2007 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) includes several roadway 
improvement proposals that are targeted to be implemented by 2030. Transportation Planning Studies 
for projects in the County assumed these improvements to be in place. Prominent among these 
proposals is the widening of Avenue 12 to four lanes. Appendix 3‐1 has the list of improvements in the 




Route Project Limits Description 
2 SR 99 Ave 12 Interchange Reconstruct Interchange 
9 SR 99 SR 145 Interchange Reconstruct Interchange 
28 CHILDREN'S BLVD Road 401/2 to Peck Blvd Widen to 6 Lanes 
29 CHILDREN'S BLVD SR 41 NB ramps to Peck Blvd Widen to 8 lanes 
30 CHILDREN'S BLVD SR 41 to Lanes Bridge Widen to 8 lanes 
31 AVE 12 SR 41 to North Rio Mesa Blvd Widen to 6 Lanes 
32 AVE 10 Road 401/2 to SR 41 Widen to 4 Lanes 
33 LANES BRIDGE At Children's Blvd Widen to 6 Lanes 
34 CHILDREN'S BLVD Between SR 41 Ramps Widen to 6 Lanes 
35 N. RIO MESA Rio Mesa Blvd to Avenue 15 @ SR 41 Widen to 4 Lanes 
36 ROAD 30 1/2 Ave 12 to Avenue 13 Widen to 4 Lanes 
37 41 NB on ramp/SR 41 @ Children's Blvd Widen to 2 lanes 
38 41 Madera County line to Avenue 10 Widen to 6 Lanes 
39 
41 Ave 10 to Avenue 12 
4 lane freeway and Interchange 
at Avenue 12 
40 41 SR 145 to Road 200 Construct passing lanes 
41 
41 
Road 420 to SR 49 South of 
Oakhurst Widen to 4 Lanes 
42 AVE 12 Road 38 to SR 41 Widen to 4 Lanes 
43 ROAD 29 Olive to Avenue 13 Widen to 4 Lanes 
44 AVE 12 SR 99 to Road 32 Widen to 4 Lanes 
45 
ROAD 29 Avenue 12 to Avenue 13 
Widen to 4 Lanes and 
realignment 
3.2 RIO MESA AREA PLAN 
The Rio Mesa Area Plan (RMAP) was prepared in 2007 and used the County’s travel demand 
model, which assumed the proposed improvements in the RTP to be in place. Additional network 
improvements are envisioned to address existing deficiencies and support land development proposals 
in the RMAP area. These improvements were applied in the Tesoro Viejo Circulation Plan in a cumulative 
list of roadway and intersection improvement projects that would satisfy LOS D (or better). The list is 
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4.0 Madera County Travel Model 
4.1 BASE YEAR MODEL 
The Madera County Transportation Commission maintains a regional travel demand forecasting 
model for county‐wide and large scale transportation planning projects. The model was calibrated in 
2001 for a 2000 base year and was adopted in 2002. The calibrated model includes trip generation rates 
applicable to three geographic areas in Madera County: (a) urban areas; (b) rural areas; and (c) foothills 
and mountain areas. The Avenue 12 study area lies within the urban area designation. 
For each type of geographic designation, the model has daily trip rates for four primary trip 
purposes: (a) home‐based work; (b) home‐based shopping; (c) home‐based other; and (d) non home‐
based. Residential trips are referred to as “productions”; employment trips are referred to as 
“attractions”. Table 4‐1 shows the County’s trip generation rates for urban areas. Because trips are 
forecast for daily travel, peak hour trips are derived as proportions of daily trips. 
Table 4‐1: Trip Generation Rates for Urban Areas in Madera County 
Trip Productions 









1.860 1.144 1.573 
1.502 4.577 
Trip Attractions 
Land use Units Home‐Work Home‐Shop Home‐Other Non‐Home Total3 
Retail Employment 3.773 5.600 4.675 8.023 30.094 
Office Employment 2.772 1.360 1.232 6.596 
Industrial Employment 2.772 0.510 0.308 3.898 
Other Employment 2.310 1.360 1.232 6.134 
Government Employment 1.232 0.187 0.169 1.757 
Education Employment 1.694 6.290 2.310 12.604 
Notes: 
1. Used for control total only. 
2. Non‐home based trips not included in total. 
3. Total includes Non‐home based trips x 2 to account for Non‐Home based reallocation to non‐home uses. 
Source: Madera County, Travel Forecasting Model Documentation and User Manual, Table 11, August 27, 2001. 
4.2 MODEL ACCURACY 
4.2.1 Modeling and Forecast Refinement 
The County model applies the traditional four‐step process, which includes trip generation, trip 
distribution, mode choice and assignment. As is typical with such modeling procedure, a refinement 
process is necessary to produce facility‐specific or small area forecasts. 
The County model has a separate module to refine initial, assigned trips by further adjusting 
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calibration. The post‐processor also calculates service levels for roadway segments. Service levels are 
based on volume‐to‐capacity (V/C) ratios that correspond to various levels of service. Level of service 
thresholds are based directly on the capacity threshold standards of the County (Table 2‐2). Table 4‐2 







Highways Urban Streets 
A 0.35 0.10 0.26 0.60 
B 0.55 0.21 0.53 0.70 
C 0.78 0.34 0.71 0.80 
D 0.93 0.59 0.88 0.90 
E 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
F 1.01+ 1.01+ 1.01+ 1.01+ 
4.2.2 Model Calibration 
The model calibration process involved adjustments to model parameters to derive estimates 
that are comparable to observed 2000 average daily traffic (ADT) volumes. Observed and forecast 
volumes were compared across 10 screenlines and one cordon line in the County for validation. The 
screenlines were selected to be “both representative and comprehensive in their coverage of travel 
within the County”. The goal of the calibration process was to bring estimates of the screenlines to 
within 10 percent of observed volumes. While the calibration process improved the conformance of 
model output with observed volumes, it was not possible to achieve the 10 percent goal for several 
screenlines. The overall county‐wide total for the screenlines fell within less than 1 percent, indicating 
that overall trip generating characteristics and through trip characteristics were well represented. Figure 
4‐1 shows the model validation results included in the model documentation. 
4.2.3 Model Accuracy in Study Area 
A close look at model accuracy for specific roadways reveals more dramatic deviations of model data 
from observed data. In the Avenue 12 Study area, deviations are moderate. Avenue 12, for instance 
shows a 13.5 percent under‐estimation of trips by the model whereas SR 41 and SR 99 show fairly 
accurate results. Figure 4‐2 shows the model validation results included in the model documentation for 
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Figure 4‐1: Base Year Model Validation Results 
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4.3 BASELINE STUDY AREA MODEL 
4.3.1 The 2030 Rio Mesa Model 
The "Rio Mesa Model" was created in 2007 from the base year model parameters and future 
land use and socio‐economic information to forecast trips in the general vicinity of the Avenue 12 study 
area. The Rio Mesa model was developed as a cumulative land use scenario that reflects the full build‐
out of (a) proposed housing and commercial developments and (b) proposed road improvements in the 
Rio Mesa study area by 2025. The Cumulative Rio Mesa Model was then modified to forecast for a 2030 
horizon year. This model is considered the baseline model for the Avenue 12 study. 
4.3.2 Land Use Assumptions in the Rio Mesa Model 
There were thirteen development proposals in the Rio Mesa model. Together they add up to 
33,998 dwelling units and 35,690 job opportunities. Appendix 4‐1 identifies individual development 
proposals and sizes. As shown later in Chapter 5, many of these proposals were no longer active by the 
time of the Avenue 12 study. This could necessitate refinements to the trip forecasts to match the most 
current list of development proposals. 
4.3.3 Infrastructure Improvement Assumptions in the Rio Mesa Model 
The Rio Mesa model included a list of fiscally constrained, capacity increasing candidate projects 
envisioned to be implemented through the year 2030. This list of transportation improvements remain 
in the analysis for the Avenue 12 Enhancement Project. They were identified in Chapter 3. Figure 4‐3 
shows the general coverage area of the Rio Mesa Model with proposed roadway improvements. 
4.3.4 Projected Baseline Future Trips (Rio Mesa Model) 
The Rio Mesa Model produced projected trips assuming proposed new developments at the 
time were implemented. Table 4‐3 compares the existing and projected “cumulative” volumes on 
Avenue 12. Additional details on the cumulative volumes are presented in Appendix 4‐2. Projections 
suggest that daily traffic volumes on Avenue 12 could triple near SR 41, double toward the western part 
of the Ranchos and grow by more than 50 percent near SR 99. Base year model accuracy and projected 
growth near certain key intersections are shown in Figure 4‐4 with additional details in Appendix 4‐2. 
Table 4‐3: Existing vs. Projected ADT Growth on Avenue 12 
Location: East of Road 29 East of Road 36 West of SR 41 
Existing 2007 ADT 11,300 13,650 15,500 
Model Projected 2025 ADT 16,000 26,000 40,000 
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Figure 4‐3: Study Area and Roadway Improvements in the Rio Mesa Model 
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4.3.5 2025 Baseline Future Trips (Rio Mesa Model plus Development Impact Studies) 
Two development Impact studies applied the Rio Mesa Model output in projecting future peak 
hour turning movement counts at certain major intersections in the study network. First the Tesoro 
Viejo Impact Analysis (November 2007) applied the Rio Mesa Model. Then the Gunner Ranch West 
Impact Analysis (February 2009) pivoted off the 2007 study. Both studies covered the same key 
intersections and used the same turning volumes for “existing conditions” within the Avenue 12 study 
network. The latest available “future” projections, therefore, are the peak hour turning volumes in the 
2009 study shown on Figure 4‐5. These are considered the baseline future volumes in this Avenue 12 
study 
4.3.6 2025 Baseline Future Levels of Service (Rio Mesa Model plus Impact Studies) 
Projected levels of service for key intersections suggest very poor operating conditions across 
the board by 2025. Despite the fact that very little of new development trips from the Tesoro Viejo and 
Gunner Ranch West developments were assigned onto Avenue 12, the route indicates LOS F at all major 
intersections analyzed except at Road 36. Results are extracted for Avenue 12 and included in Figure 4‐
6. Additional details are included in Appendix 4‐2. It is worth noting that trips associated with many of 
the newly updated development proposals presented in the next section are not included in these 
existing impact studies. These new trips are likely to use Avenue 12 making for poorer operating 
conditions than so far projected. Figure 4‐7 is a comparative summary of peak hour (AM/PM) directional 
volumes side‐by‐side for (a) existing 2007, (b) Tesoro 2025 and (c) Gunner 2025. The numbers reveal 
that the two studies assigned new trips north‐south along SR 41, but largely ignored assignments east‐
west along Avenue 12; the Gunner West study made an attempt and showed significantly increased 
volumes on the east‐west approaches of Avenue 12 at SR 41, but did not carry the numbers through 
westward. 
4.4 CHANGES IN LAND USE PROPOSALS 
To determine the continued applicability of the baseline model, development proposals 
assumed in the Rio Mesa Model were compared with the most current set of development proposals as 
of August, 2009. Table 4‐4 summarizes the differences. The comparison reveals that there are significant 
increases in both the number of dwelling units and employment by approximately 40 percent. This 
change needs to be accounted for in the future numbers and impacts of trips anticipated in the study 
area. Appendix 4‐1 has additional details on land use changes. Besides the change in quantity of 
developments, there were also changes in the locations of developments, a factor that influences travel 
patterns and impacts. 
Table 4‐4: Differences in land Use Proposals 
Dwelling Units Employment 
Rio Mesa Model 33,998 35,690 
Development Proposal (August 2009) 47,800 48,830 
Net Change from Rio Mesa model 13,802 13,140 
Percent Change from Rio Mesa model 41% 37% 
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Figure 4‐6: Baseline 2025 Peak Hour Intersection Levels of Service along Avenue 12 
Source: Gunner Ranch West Traffic Impact Study, 2009 Table 3‐3: Intersection Operations 
4.5 RECOMMENDED DIRECTION FOR THE ANALYSIS 
The changes in quantity and locations of developments suggested the need to update future travel 
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5.0 Land Development Proposals & Trips 
5.1 NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND MAGNITUDE 
The Avenue 12 Enhancement project took a comprehensive look at all developments likely to 
impact travel in the southeastern Madera County area. Figure 1‐2 and 5‐1 identify the individual 
locations of various developments. Thirteen development proposals were active in August 2009. They 
include the following: 
1. Center Point Industrial Park 
2. Gateway Village 
3. Gunner Ranch 
4. Liberty Groves 
5. Madera State Center Community College Specific Plan 
6. Morgan 
7. New English Ranchos 
8. North Fork Village 
9. Orchard Park 
10. San Joaquin River Ranch 
11. Silverdust 
12. Tatham 
13. Tesoro Viejo 
Residential developments range in size from 363 units (Orchard Park) to 15,405 units (San 
Joaquin River Ranch). Commercial developments range in size from 63 acres (Silverdust) to 268 acres 
(Center Point Industrial Park). The development proposals together add up to more than 47,000 
dwelling units and approximately 17 million square feet of commercial development. Table 5‐1 is a 
summary of development quantities by land use type. Details of individual proposals are included in 
Appendix 5‐1. 
Table 5‐1: Summary of Development Proposals for Avenue 12 Study Area 
Land Use Quantity Unit 
Residential 47,470 Dwelling Units 
Commercial Office 9,116,000 Gross Square Feet 
Shopping 1,133,000 Gross Square Feet 
Light Industry 5,338,000 Gross Square Feet 
Mixed Use 2,050,000 Gross Square Feet 
Mixed Use 132 Acres 












-- Highways Liberty Groves Development 
' 
-- Arteria l Roads Morgan Development 
-- Other Roads .. San Joaquin River Ranch 
Madera Ranchos .. Silver Dust Business Park 
- Liberty Estates - Tathum Development 
' 
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5.2 TRIP GENERATION 
To demonstrate the potential traffic impacts of all the proposed developments, trips were 
generated for daily and peak hours of the day using equations in the 8th Edition (2008) of the ITE Trip 
Generation Manual. Results are summarized in Table 5‐2. Appendix 5‐2 contains details of land uses, 
associated trip rates, equations and trip calculations. The development proposals together are projected 
to add approximately 430,600 new trips each day to area roadways. During peak periods, between 
40,000 and 50,000 projected new trips could occur per hour. 
Table 5‐2: Summary of Trip Generation by New Developments 
Trip Generation 
Land Use Daily Trips AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
Residential 277,382 21,203 25,899 
Commercial Office 52,627 8,241 10,446 
Shopping 32,891 645 3,234 
Industrial 56,631 7,897 8,912 
Mixed Use 11,068 1,570 1,776 
Total 430,599 39,556 50,267 
5.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
It is apparent that the magnitude of proposed new developments in the study area is enormous 
when looked at together. Similarly, the projected volume of associated new trips is high. At existing 
levels of over‐dependence on the automobile, projected new trips are the approximate equivalence of 
twenty freeway lanes or forty rural two‐lane highways. Table 5‐3 illustrates the approximate 
equivalences in numbers of lanes by facility type, using the County’s capacity rates. To put the enormity 
of the impacts in perspective, Avenue 9, Avenue 12, Avenue 15, SR 145 and SR 41 combined have 
roughly 12 lanes in the project area. If the number of lanes were doubled on all these key routes, it 
would result in 24 lanes. The situation would be much more complicated since proposed developments 
are not evenly distributed along these key roadways. With the centering of many developments on 
Avenue 12, it could be disproportionately impacted. This possibility is further investigated with the 
analysis of trip distribution and assignment in the next phase of the project. 
Table 5‐3: Equivalent Impacts of New Development Trips 
Equivalent Number of Lanes Required 
Facility Type 
Capacity 
(vehicles per lane) AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
Freeway 2000 20 25 
Multilane Highway 1800 22 28 
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5.4 ADJUSTMENTS TO TRIP GENERATION 
This phase of the transportation study focused, for the most part, on methods, procedures and 
results of the four‐step transportation planning process. Initial trip generation was presented in the 
previous section, but the initial volumes were adjusted for “capture” before the trip distribution and trip 
assignments tasks. Mode choice is skipped as vehicle trips were generated from the onset. Because of 
the mixture of residential and commercial uses in proposed developments, some of the trips would be 
captured on site or from motorists already on the roadways as explained in the following subsections. 
5.4.1 Explanation of Capture Statistics Applied 
Trips generated according to rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) 
are further adjusted for “capture”. A 50 percent on‐site capture rate is used for reduction in retail 
patronage that would come from a mixed use site itself. Ultimately, it is the type of uses on site that 
would determine the percentage of patronage from the site. The Madera County Planning office can 
insist during the development review and approval process on the inclusion of commercial uses that 
residents are likely to frequent in order to achieve high onsite capture. 
Data on pass‐by capture show a range of 34 percent to 62 percent for a not so well defined 
future. Which statistic would most closely represent the ideas being tossed around for developments in 
the Madera Ranchos area? Assuming 60% pass‐by capture is tantamount to a scenario of heavy highway 
and local‐serving commercial use as one cannot truly predict what the outcome will be. But the County 
can insist on approaching the target set by the scenario during the development review and approval 
process. Indeed since the cities of Madera and Fresno are more than abundantly served with 
commercial establishments, highway and local serving commercial are the most feasible options for the 
Ranchos area. Expect few people to leave Madera City or Fresno purposely to shop in the Ranchos area 
unless they are already traveling through the Ranchos area. 
By way of illustration, if a mixed use development is estimated according to ITE rates to 
nominally generate 100 retail vehicle trips during the peak hour, 50 percent of the patronage will come 
from the mixed‐use site itself (on‐site capture). That means 50 vehicle trips would come from outside 
the site. However, 60 percent of the trips from outside are already on the highway. So 50 vehicle trips 
would enter the site, but only 20 trips would be newly generated while 30 trips would come from 
vehicles already on the roadway. Appendix 7‐1 has further details on the justification backing up the 
adjustments to trips. 
5.4.2 Details of Capture Statistics Applied 
Specific capture rates applied are presented at the beginning of Chapter 7.0 on Trip Assignment. 
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6.0 Trip Distribution 
6.1 GRAVITY MODEL: BASIS OF TRIP DISTRIBUTION 
Trip distribution in the four‐step travel analysis process is based on the Gravity Model. 
This model is the basis of trip distribution in the Madera County Travel Demand Forecasting 
process. It also forms the basis of the trip distribution applied in the manual trip assignment 
used in this project. The model determines the number of trips from an origin to a destination 
to be directly proportional to the level of attraction at the destination and inversely 
proportional to the spatial separation between them. Accessibility to employment of all types is 
a surrogate for what attracts people to activities of various types. For instance, the number of 
jobs in retail at a location relates to the number of workers and the number of shoppers who 
visit that location. 
6.2 TRIP DISTRIBUTION IMPLICIT IN 2006 CENSUS LEHD DATA 
To determine the attractiveness of activity centers in the Madera Ranchos area to 
proposed new developments, we looked at the existing level of attractiveness of these centers 
to Ranchos workers. We used the Longitudinal Employment and Household Dynamics (LEHD) 
data from the US Bureau of Census. The data shows quantities and percentages of workers who 
travel to such area centers as the City of Madera, the City of Fresno, Madera Acres, points north 
toward Yosemite and points southwest beyond Fresno, among others. Table 6‐1 shows the 
proportional distribution of trips to these areas according to the LEHD data. See Appendix 6‐1 
for further details. 
Table 6‐1: Proportional Distribution of Ranchos Workers to Area Activity Centers 
Direction & Location of Activities Proportion of Workers 
North of Ranchos: Madera County and beyond 52% 
City of Madera 30% 
Yosemite area and points to the north 16% 
Madera Ranchos 3% 
“Other” 3% 
South of Ranchos: Fresno County and beyond 43% 
City of Fresno 26% 
Other southern points 17% 
“Other“ places 5% 
Total 100% 
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6.3 VALIDATION WITH 2007 PEAK HOUR CORDON COUNTS 
The trip distribution percentages implicit in the distribution of work locations is validated 
with available counts of traffic volumes that go across a cordon created around the study 
network. The cordon results in four major entry and exit points to the study area: northwest, 
southwest, northeast and southeast. All destinations are accessible via these entry and exit 
points. Peak period counts are used in the validation for the following reasons: 
1.	 The distribution of work locations related to work trips that are primarily peak period 
phenomena. 
2.	 The manual trip assignments to which the distributions will be applied are peak hour 
trips. 
Table 6‐2 compares the distribution implicit in the census data and those reflected by 
cordon counts. Additional details are in Appendix 6‐2 and 6‐3. First the data shows similarity 
between morning peak and afternoon peak distributions. Secondly, the cordon and census 
distributions track each other well. Differences may be accounted for by two key factors: 
1.	 Cordon distributions include “through trips” while census distributions only consider 
those who travel from the Ranchos. 
2.	 Census distribution includes trips that are “internal”, that is, they originate and end 
within the Ranchos while cordon distributions do not include these. 
Table 6‐2: Comparison of Directional Distributions from Census and Cordon Counts 
Direction AM PM Census 
Tesoro Viejo 
Study 
Northwest (toward Madera) 24% 26% 30% 13% 
Southwest (beyond Fresno) 16% 11% 17% 0% 
Northeast (toward Yosemite) 28% 27% 16% 5% 
Southeast (toward Fresno) 32% 37% 26% 25% 
“Other” Internal ‐‐ ‐‐ 11% 57% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
An additional comparison is made with the directional distribution of trips used in the Tesoro 
Viejo Traffic Impact Study. It shows a wide diversion from the distributions indicated by both the cordon 
counts and census data. The most noticeable point of deviation is the assumption that nearly 60% of 
trips will originate and end within the study area. Additional details on the Tesoro Viejo Study are 
included in Appendix 6‐4. 
6.4 DERIVATION OF DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS  
6.4.1 Status Quo 
The directional trip distributions were derived from a three‐step process. First, the 
morning and evening peak hour cordon distributions were combined into an average cordon 
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Finally the adjusted cordon distributions were combined with those reflected in the census 
data. The resulting directional distribution of trips captures what is reflected by the two sets of 
data (cordon and census) and is shown in Table 6‐3 and Figure 6‐1. But these directional 
distributions reflect the status quo, that is, development in the area is predominantly 





















Madera) 24% 26% 25% 24% 30% 27% 
Southwest 
(beyond 
Fresno) 16% 11% 13% 13% 17% 15% 
Northeast 
(toward 
Yosemite) 28% 27% 27% 26% 16% 21% 
Southeast 
(toward 
Fresno) 32% 37% 35% 34% 26% 30% 
“Other” 
Internal ‐‐ ‐‐ ‐‐ 3% 11% 7% 
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6.4.2 Jobs­Housing Balance Scenario 
The County of Madera is adopting the policy of requiring new planned unit 
developments to demonstrate a balance between jobs and housing as part of the plan approval 
process. The latest collection of development proposals (summer 2009), for instance, indicate 
48,000 jobs for approximately equal number of housing units. Under this policy, adjustments 
were made to the trips from Trip Generation Analysis before assignment. For the remaining 
trips going out of the study area, the status quo directional distributions would apply. 
Conceptually, one can also estimate very roughly that the directional distributions would 
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7.0 Trip Assignment 
7.1 TRIP ASSIGNMENT METHODOLOGY 
This chapter outlines the methodology, basis and results of manual trip assignments for the Avenue 
12 and the Southeast Madera Area. The methods are applied to morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) peak 
hour travel. The following paragraphs and subsections outline the principles followed and the analytic 
steps taken in this phase of the transportation analysis. 
A. Adjust trip generation calculations for mixed‐use and retail land uses 
For land uses that have mixed use original trip generation is reduced as follows: 
i.	 In a mixed‐use development, 50% of retail patronage is from onsite capture. Therefore only 
50% of retail patronage constitutes external trips. Reduce unadjusted rates to 50%. 
ii.	 For retail uses in general, 60% of external trips are pass‐by trips. Therefore only 40% of 
external retail trips are new trips. Reduce unadjusted rates to 40% 
B. Calculate number of IN/OUT trips for trips generated following adjustments 
i.	 Apply the IN/OUT percentages from ITE to appropriate land uses. 
ii.	 For each land use type and development proposal, split the trip results from step (A) into 
the IN/OUT percentages. 
C. Create table of IN/OUT trips by directional distribution (NW, NE, SW, SE) 
i.	 For each development proposal, add up all trips IN separate and all trips OUT separate for 
the particular peak hour. 
ii.	 Now divide the totaled trips by directional distributions that were previously developed 
under Trip Distribution. See Table 7‐1 and Figure 7‐1: 
D. Assign trips in table to network between development site and external cordon 
For each of the proposed development sites, assignment tables are created to look somewhat 
like Table 7‐1. Trips in the last row (total) are assigned to the network 
Table 7‐1: Sample Trip Assignment Table 
AM Peak 
27% Northwest 15% Southwest 21% Northeast 30% Southeast 7% Internal 





7.2 BASIS OF TRIP ASSIGNMENT 
Trip assignment in the four‐step travel analysis process is based initially on all or nothing 
assumption of trips taking the shortest travel time path between origins and destinations. 
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trip distribution (see Figure 6‐1) and the locations of various proposed developments (See 
Figure 7‐1). Note that most proposed new developments are centered on Avenue 12. 
7.3 RESULTS OF INITIAL TRIP ASSIGNMENT 
The initial set of trip assignments assumes motorists will use the shortest travel time path 
between origins and destinations regardless of capacity. Results indicate enormous increase in peak 
period traffic flow if all developments are implemented as proposed (see Figure 7‐2). The trips assigned 
were adjusted for onsite capture for mixed use developments and pass‐by capture for retail 
developments. Yet trip volumes on Avenue 12 are very high during peak hours. Even four lanes on 
Avenue 12 could not accommodate peak hour volumes. Initial projected peak directional volumes can 
reach 5500 vehicles per hour. 
7.4 REFINEMENTS TO TRIP ASSIGNMENT 
New assignments were performed, in which travelers would use available back roads and 
redistribute through the network to achieve a balanced or equilibrium flow. The new set of assignments 
assumed the following geometric improvements (see Figure 7‐3): 
1.	 4 lanes on each of major east‐west routes (i.e. Avenue 9. and Avenue 12) as included in the 
financially constrained transportation improvement plan (TIP) for the area. 
2.	 Other east‐west routes (i.e. Avenue 15 and SR 145) would remain two‐lane roads 
3.	 4 lanes on selected north‐south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 ½) that are deemed 
necessary to provide interconnection with the east‐west avenues. 
4.	 Extension of the selected north‐south roads to connect with all the east‐west avenues. 
5.	 4 lanes on SR 41 with interchange at Avenue 12 (that has two intersections for turning 
movements) as included in the financially constrained TIP. 
The reassignment of trips is based on the concept that motorists would continue to search for the 
shortest travel time routes. As an initial route becomes congested, travel time increases and an 
alternative would become attractive for additional motorists. This process would continue to 
redistribute traffic volumes till flows and travel times are balanced along alternative routes between 
sets of origins and destinations. The resulting equilibrium assignment is shown in summary form as peak 
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Figure 7‐2: Future Peak Hour Volumes under Proposed New Developments (All or Nothing Assignment only) 
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8.0 Impacts and Potential Mitigation Measures 
8.1 FUTURE OPERATING CONDITIONS ON AVENUE 12 
Levels of service (LOS) analyses were performed for key intersections on Avenue 12 to assess 
traffic impacts. The intersections include Avenue 12 at: (a) Road 35; (b) Road 36; (c) Road 38; (d) SR 41 
SB; and (e) SR 41 NB. LOS analyses were conducted for morning and afternoon peak hours under two 
scenarios: (a) one without a bypass and (b) one with a proposed bypass around the central section of 
the Ranchos, with approximate limits from Road 35 to Road 38. See Figure 8‐1 for the concepts for the 
bypass. Appendix 8‐0 shows intersection lane configurations investigated under various scenarios. 
8.1.1 LOS without Bypass 
Table 8‐1 shows a summary of LOS results. Without the bypass, LOS is poor at all the key 
intersections signifying the same operating conditions along most of Avenue 12. . It is worth noting that 
the two intersections created at Avenue 12 and the SR 41 ramps would operate at a fair level of LOS E 
during most peak hours. Additional details are included in Appendix 8‐1. 
To achieve acceptable LOS of D would require widening Avenue 12 to six through lanes with 
separate turn bays for left and right turns, but this lane configuration is neither in the plans for the area 
nor will it solve the problem at all intersections. Additional LOS details are included in Appendix 8‐2. 
8.1.2 LOS with Bypass 
To analyze the bypass scenario, the equilibrium assignment was modified for the section of 
Avenue 12 from Road 35 to Road 38. Left turn and right turn volumes on Avenue 12 would remain 
largely unaffected as they originate from or are destined for locations along central Madera Ranchos. 
Through volumes are affected by the bypass and are distributed between Avenue 12 and the Bypass 
according to probabilities of motorists choosing (a) Avenue 12 at 30 mph for 3 miles vs. (b) a Bypass at 
60 mph for 4 miles. 
Applying the BPR curve to an estimated directional through volume of 2400 vehicles per hour 
(vph) in each peak hour produced a split of: (a) 960 directional through vehicles on Avenue 12; and (b) 
1440 directional through vehicles on the bypass. To determine the resulting traffic volumes on Avenue 
12, 1440 vph were subtracted from the through volumes in each direction over the section of Avenue 12 
from Road 35 to Road 38. Appendix 8‐4 shows the derivation of through trips on the Bypass. 
With the bypass, LOS is acceptable (at D or better) at the key intersections signifying the same 
operating conditions along the central section of Avenue 12. Additional details are included in Appendix 
8‐3. 
Table 8‐1 shows a summary of the results by scenario. Figure 8‐1 illustrates the projected levels 
of service by scenario along Avenue 12. Results indicate that Avenue 12 through the central Ranchos 












       
 
             
         
             
                       
                     
                     
                     
                   
                     
                     
                     
           
   
       









             
         
             
                       
                     
                     
                     
                   
                     
                     
                     
           
   
       
                   
 
            
            
 




No Bypass; 3‐lane 
Avenue 12 
No Bypass; 4‐lane 
Avenue 12 
No Bypass; 6‐lane Avenue 
12 
Intersection AM PM AM PM AM PM 
Avenue 12 at Golden State 
Blvd F F E F D D 
Avenue 12 at SR 99 NB F F D D B C 
Avenue 12 at Road 35 F F E C C B 
Avenue 12 at Road 36 F F F F D D 
Avenue 12 at Road 37 F F C C A A 
Avenue 12 at Kensington F F C B B A 
Avenue 12 at Road 38 F F F F E E 
Avenue 12 at Road 40 F F F F F F 
Avenue 12 at Frontage Road F F F F B E 
Avenue 12 at SR 41 SB 
F F 
E B C B 




lane Avenue 12 
4‐lane Bypass; 4‐
lane Avenue 12 
6‐lane Bypass; 4‐lane 
Avenue 12 
Intersection AM PM AM PM AM PM 
Avenue 12 at Golden State 
Blvd F F E F D D 
Avenue 12 at SR 99 NB F F D D B C 
Avenue 12 at Road 35 E E C B C B 
Avenue 12 at Road 36 F E C C C C 
Avenue 12 at Road 37 E E A A A A 
Avenue 12 at Kensington E E A A A A 
Avenue 12 at Road 38 F F D C D C 
Avenue 12 at Road 40 F F F F F F 
Avenue 12 at Frontage Road F F F F B E 
Avenue 12 at SR 41 SB 
F F 
E B C B 
Avenue 12 at SR 41 NB E D C B 
Notes: 
AM = Morning Peak Hour 
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Figure 8‐2: Distribution of Future Peak Hour Levels of Service by Scenario along Avenue 12 
Avenue 12 at 
Road 35 
Avenue 12 at 
Road 36 
Avenue 12 at 
Road 37 
Avenue 12 at 
Kensington 
Avenue 12 at 
Road 38 
Avenue 12 at 
Road 40 
Avenue 12 at 
Frontage 
Road 
Avenue 12 at 
SR 41 SB 
Avenue 12 
at SR 41 NB 
AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM AM PM 
3A+0B F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F 
4A+0B E C D D C C C B F F F F F E E E E D 
6A+0B C B D D A A B A E E F F B E C B C B 
3A+4B E E F E E E E E F F F F F F F F F F 
4A+4B C B C C A A A A D C F F F F E B E D 





LOS better than D (room available) 3A+0B = 3‐lane Ave. 12 + No Bypass 3A+4B = 3‐lane Ave. 12 + 4‐lane Bypass 
LOS is D or E (near capacity) 4A+0B = 4‐lane Ave. 12 + No Bypass 4A+4B = 4‐lane Ave. 12 + 4‐lane Bypass 
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8.2 POTENTIAL MITIGATION MEASURES 
The analyses suggest certain geometric improvements along Avenue 12 and in the general 
Madera Ranchos area to attain acceptable operating conditions under equilibrium flow conditions. 
These roadway and alternative modal improvements are outlined in the subsections that follow. 
8.2.1 Roadway Improvements 
Avenue 12: 
•	 At least 4 lanes (as in TIP,) but preferably 6 lanes on Avenue 12 west of the central Ranchos 
beyond the connection point of the proposed bypass 
•	 No less than 6 lanes (higher than indicated in TIP, but preferable) on Avenue 12 east of the 
central Ranchos beyond the connection point of the proposed bypass 
•	 Separate left and right turn bays at major intersections along Avenue 12 in the central Ranchos 
Bypass Options: 
•	 Not building a bypass would require a 6‐lane Avenue 12 plus turn lanes 
•	 A 2‐lane bypass would require a 4‐lane Avenue 12 plus turn lanes 
•	 A 4‐lane bypass can accommodate a 3‐lane cross‐section on Avenue 12 
Other Roadway Improvements: 
These other improvements are necessary for the area transportation system to function properly. 
They include: 
•	 4 lanes on selected north‐south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 ½). These 
improvements would be necessary to provide interconnection between Avenue 12 and other 
east‐west avenues (that is, Avenue 9, Avenue 15 and SR 145). 
•	 Extension of the selected north‐south roads to connect with the identified east‐west avenues. 
•	 Interchange at Avenue 12 and SR 41 as in TIP 
•	 4 lanes on Avenue 9 (as in TIP) 
8.2.2 Bicycling & Walking 
Pedestrian facilities are inadequate and need to be upgraded as follows: 
•	 Sidewalks between high school and Ranchos 
•	 Crossings and footpaths to link major centers for shopping, recreation and services in the 
Ranchos. 
Bicycle Lanes/Paths are sparse and need to be upgraded as follows: 
•	 Bike lanes along Avenue 12 to connect to the high school 
•	 Bike lanes within the Ranchos with connections to major centers for shopping, recreation and 
services 
8.2.3 Public Transportation: 
Public Transportation services are inadequate and need to be upgraded to include the following: 
•	 Regular hourly service between Madera and Fresno through the Ranchos with runs that swing 
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•	 “Express runs” inserted on the half hour between Madera and Fresno through the Ranchos 
(with no local detours) during peak periods (7 – 9 AM and 4 – 6 PM) 
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9.0 Elements of the Circulation Plan 
9.1 OVERVIEW OF PLAN ELEMENTS 
The results of the transportation analyses are combined with community visions and urban 
design plan to derive a set of recommendations for future transportation improvements along the 
Avenue 12 corridor and in the general study area. Specific elements addressed in this section include: (a) 
area‐wide roadway improvements; (b) Avenue 12 specific roadway improvements; (c)public 
transportation service to and from the Ranchos; (d) Bicycling and walking in the Madera Ranchos area. 
9.2 AREA-WIDE ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
The set of area‐wide improvements necessary for the area transportation system to function 
properly under future build conditions include widening on the major east‐west routes (Avenue 9, 
Avenue 12, Avenue 15 and SR 145). Hand in hand with these improvements will be the need to extend 
and widen selected north‐south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 ½) to create a grid network of 
major arteries that would enable alternative route choices and distribution of trips for an efficient 
circulation system. An already planned improvement is the upgrade of the intersection of Avenue 12 at 
SR 41 to an interchange. Figure 9‐1 illustrates the recommended area‐wide improvements at build‐out. 
9.3 AVENUE 12 SPECIFIC ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
9.3.1 Business 12 and Express Bypass 
Several improvements are called for on Avenue 12 for it to continue to serve its dual purpose as 
an area‐wide arterial road and “Main Street” through the Ranchos. To remain a primary artery, Avenue 
12 needs a bypass (termed Express Bypass) round the central Ranchos with widening to preferably six 
lanes on its eastern and western segments beyond the bypass. Consistent with community aspirations, 
the section of Avenue 12 through the central Ranchos (termed Business 12) can maintain a three‐lane 
cross‐section with the middle lane for left turns or conversion to landscaped medians as included in the 
urban design plan. Figure 9‐2 illustrates the concept of the Business 12 and Express Bypass combination. 
There are three possible geometric configurations of the connecting points between Business 12 
and the Express Bypass. Depending on funding and growth in traffic, it is conceivable that these 
connecting points may take on each of these configurations at various points in time. The first is a 
standard signalized intersection shown in Figure 9‐2. The second, which is an alternative to the first as 
an initial treatment, is the roundabout. With a diameter of 150 feet for the inscribed circle, it would 
calm traffic speed to 25 mph and enable two lanes on the circle. Figure 9‐3 illustrates the roundabout 
configuration. The third, which is an upgrade to the first two, is an interchange. Figure 9‐4 illustrates the 
interchange alternative. It is noteworthy that all three configurations recognized the treatment of 
movements to and from the bypass as those on the primary artery. 
66
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9.3.2 Traffic Calming and Control 
The circulation plan includes several traffic control measures that would foster safety through the 
Ranchos. Traffic is to be calmed along the commercial segment of Avenue 12 through town. This is to be 
accomplished with a series of traffic signals or roundabouts and raised crosswalks at strategic locations 
indicated in Figure 9‐5. 
Traffic signals should be semi actuated. They should rest on Avenue 12 unless there is a call from the 
side streets in which case detectors will signal if vehicles are within the dilemma zone or not before 
stopping traffic on Avenue 12. Signals on Avenue 12 should be coordinated to control traffic flow at 30 
mph. The choice between traffic signals and roundabouts will depend on future levels of traffic flow and 
justification that appropriate warrants are met. The suggested locations for traffic signals are the major 
intersections along the segment of Avenue 12 through town. 
Roundabouts have a natural calming effect on traffic flow as motorists are compelled to slow down on 
approach, but do not necessarily have to stop. The elimination of stops can reduce the incidence of rear‐
end collisions. To navigate the circle, motorists must slow down to 25 mph even for a dual‐lane 
roundabout with an inscribed circle of 150 feet in diameter. Potential locations are shown in Figure 9‐5. 
The suggested locations for roundabouts are the major intersections along the segment of Avenue 12 
through town. 
Raised pedestrian crosswalks are to be strategically placed between traffic signals or roundabouts to 
foster traffic calming. Also termed speed tables, these raised crosswalks rise to 4 or 6 inches over a six‐
foot distance, maintain that elevation over a 10‐foot distance and descend over a six‐foot distance. They 
make pedestrians much more visible to motorists, while they slow down the speed of the vehicles as 
they navigate the table. Locations of raised crosswalks are indicated in Figure 9‐5. The suggested 
locations for raised cross‐walks are locations where land uses in the redesigned downtown area would 
require heavy pedestrian crossing activity in between the major intersections along the segment of 
Avenue 12 through town. 
Stop signs should be installed on the side street approaches to Avenue 12 at those intersections where 
neither traffic signals nor roundabouts are warranted. No stop signs are envisioned for Avenue 12 
traffic. 
9.4 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS 
9.4.1 Fixed­Route Transit 
Two forms of fixed route transit are recommended for the Madera Ranchos and area residents. One is 
an upgrade of the limited existing fixed route service. See Figure 9‐6. 
Local fixed‐route service should run hourly between the two major cities of Fresno and Madera. Within 
the Ranchos, it should detour through neighborhoods. Figure 9‐6 shows the recommended routing and 
potential bus stop locations. The local bus line is routed through the Ranchos and bus stop locations are 
selected to expand the number of residents who are within walking distance of bus stops. Stop locations 
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Express fixed‐route service should be inserted on the half hour during the morning and afternoon 
commute periods. Intended to serve workers primarily, it will have a limited number of stops including 
two along Avenue 12 within the Ranchos. Express service runs are envisioned to occur in each direction 
of the route at 6:30 AM, 7:30 AM, and 8:30 AM as well as 3:30 PM, 4:30 PM and 5:30 PM. The express 
bus line is not routed through the Ranchos in order to maintain expedited service but stop locations are 
expanded along Avenue 12 to ensure proximity to such major activity centers as downtown and schools. 
9.4.2 Flexible­Route Transit 
Dial‐a‐ride transit is recommended to supplement fixed‐route transit. It is envisioned especially to 
provide accessibility to uses that are off the bus routes including access to and from fixed‐route stops. 
Dial‐a‐ride service has not fixed routes nor fixed stops as it provides door‐to‐door transportation. 
9.5 BICYCLING AND WALKING FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
9.5.1 Bicycle Paths and Lanes 
A network of bicycle paths and lanes are proposed to serve the need for short‐distance transportation 
between activities and for recreation. See Figure 9‐7. 
A two‐way separated bicycle path is the primary means for non‐motorized circulation over most of the 
segment of Avenue 12 between the high school on the west and the canal crossing on the east. This 
path is within the northern right‐of‐way of Avenue 12. 
One‐way separated bicycle paths are recommended for each direction of traffic flow within the 
downtown area. This is to facilitate movement in what is envisioned to become a very busy section of 
town. 
On‐street bicycle lanes are to be marked to run concurrently with each direction of traffic flow within 
the Ranchos. These are shown in the northern part of the Ranchos. 
Trails are recommended (for both recreational bicyclists and walkers) to circulate two park and open 
space areas in the southern part of the Ranchos. These trails are also connected with each other and 
with the other bicycling and walking facilities. 
9.5.2 Sidewalks and Crossings 
Wide sidewalks (of 8 feet wide or more) are the primary pedestrian facility to run on both sides of 
Avenue 12 between the high school on the west and the canal crossing on the east. See Figure 9‐7. 
Wider sidewalks are envisioned in the downtown area. See cross sections in the next chapter for 
additional details. 
Pedestrian crossings should be provided at all intersections; this includes the locations of raised cross‐
walks. Crossings were presented in the section on Traffic Calming and Control and Figure 9‐5. 
Bulb‐outs should be included in the design of intersections to shorten the crossing distance for 
pedestrians. They also create narrow turning radii which slow down turning vehicles at intersections and 
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9.6 TIMELINE FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
Table 9‐1 summarizes the suggested timeline for implementing the various elements of the circulation 
plan. Considerations in determining the order of the recommendations for programming improvements 
include sensitivity to shortage of funding at all levels of government for all purposes, recognition of 
projects that are already programmed, and the realization that many improvements would become 
warranted if certain levels of physical development and associated operating conditions are achieved. 
Improvements are grouped within four time frames as follows: 
(a)	 Short term improvements include elements that are already slated for implementation within 
the next five years or are already under implementation. 
(b)	 Medium term improvements include those items that typically involve modest costs and are 
envisioned to be implementable within the next twenty years following adoption of the 
circulation plan and their inclusion in the transportation improvement projects (TIP) list for 
prioritization of funding. 
(c)	 Long term improvements include the more capital intensive elements and those which 
additional developments would warrant; they are envisioned to be needed within the next fifty 
years. 
(d) At	 full build‐out, the level of proposed new residential and commercial developments 
underlying the analyses in this study would have been accomplished and all elements of the 
circulation plan would have been implemented. 
Table 9‐1: Suggested Timeline for Improvements and Projected Conditions  
Time Term Improvements 
2010 to 
2015 Short Term 
• Ongoing improvements, e.g. sidewalk on Avenue 12 in the Ranchos 
• Implement center two‐way left turn lane on Avenue 12 in the Ranchos 
• Adopt Circulation Plan to place related projects on Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP) for future funding 
• Begin expansion of public transit service with dial‐a‐ride operations 
• LOS D projected for Avenue 12 by 2015 
2015 to 
2035 Medium Term 
• 2‐lane Bypass required from 2015 
• Begin construction of traffic calming projects by 2020 
• Begin expansion of fixed‐route public transit service 
• Expand construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
• Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) funds available to widen 
Avenue 12 (off the Ranchos) & Avenue 9 to 4 lanes each by 2025 
• LOS D projected for Avenue 12 (with 2‐lane Bypass) by 2030 
• Widening of Bypass to 4 lanes required by 2035 
• Widening of selected north‐south roads (Road 33½, Road 36, and Road 39 
½) to 4 lanes required by 2040 
• LOS D projected for Avenue 12 (with 4‐lane Bypass) by 2045 
2035 to 
2060 Long Term 
• 6‐lane Bypass required by 2050 
• Complete construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
2060 and 
beyond Full Build‐out 
• Projected completion of development projects 
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10.0 Layouts and Cross Sections 
10.1 INTERSECTION LAYOUTS 
The various recommendations for the transportation plan will have varying effects on different 
intersections along Avenue 12. Figures 10‐1 through 10‐7 present typical intersection configurations for 
the following circumstances: 
1. Avenue 12 at Minor Side Roads 
2. Avenue 12 at Major Side Roads 
3. Avenue 12 at Side Roads with specialized Bicyclist Cross‐over 
4. Avenue 12 at a T‐intersection 
5. Avenue 12 at a Major Side Road Intersection 
6. Avenue 12 at a Major Side Road Roundabout 
7. Avenue 12 at the Downtown Plaza 
10.2 CROSS SECTIONS 
Figures 10‐8 and 10‐9 present typical cross sections for the following: 
1. Avenue 12 near downtown with a one‐way bicycle path on each side 
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Intersections of Proposed Almond Plaza. 
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• Cross-Section of Avenue 12 between 
Loren Way and 37 ~ Road exduding lhe 
Almond Plaza 
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Eastern Madera County Bus Schedule 
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Demand –Response Service 1 – Dial­a­Ride 
  
Madera Dial-A-Ride (DAR)  
Demand-response system  
Weekdays 7:00am-6: 30pm 
Saturday 9:00am-4: 00pm 
Sunday 8:30am-2: 30pm 
Fare $2.00 (General public) 
 $1.00 (Seniors/Disabled - City Area) 
 $2.00 (Senior/Disabled – County Area) 
Informatio 
advance no 
n and Reserva 
tice)  
tions (minimum. 2 hour 559-661-7 433 
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Demand –Response Service 2 – Senior Shuttle 
Eastern Madera County Senior
Bus
Demand-response
Oakhurst, Coarsegold, Bass Lake, 
Ahwahnee
Weekdays 8:00am-4:00pm
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APPENDIX 2-1: DETAILED TRAFFIC COUNT DATA 
Compilation of Turning Movement Counts (Existing Conditions) – Avenue 12 
1 Intersection: Ave 12 at SR 41 
Street: SR 41 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 311 280 8 1 1081 39 1 1 0 28 2 648 2400 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 561 960 3 104 492 2 2 4 30 77 3 385 2623 
Data Source Traffic Impact Study Gateway Village 
Year Nov-06 
Level of Service (AM) C 
Level of Service (PM) E 
2 Intersection: Ave 12 at Frontage Rd. 
Street: Frontage Rd. 
Approach: Northbound Off-ramp Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 42 17 37 314 661 41 1112 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 42 70 38 631 441 44 1266 
Data Source Traffic Impact Study Gateway Village 
Year Nov-06 
Level of Service (AM) D 
Level of Service (PM) E 
3 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 40 
Street: Road 40 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 0  7  0  0  0  0  0  404  0  1  735  0  1147  
PM PM PEAK HOUR 1  1  2  1  0  0  0  629  0  2  430  0  1066  
Data Source Traffic Impact Study Gateway Village 
Year Nov-06 
Level of Service (AM) D C A A 
Level of Service (PM) C C A A 
4 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 38 
Street: Road 38 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 13 1 592 8 1 310 925 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 43 3 342 4 1 513 906 
Data Source Turning Movement Counts Field Data Sheet (Counted by Joe Yu) 
Year Jul-09 
Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
5 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 37 
Street: Road 37 
Approach: Northbound Off-ramp Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 0 0 2 16 0 23 17 482 2 1 296 9 848 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 4 0 3 10 0 24 17 477 4 3 615 21 1178 
Data Source Turning Movement Counts Field Data Sheet (Counted by Shahram Shariati) 
Year Jul-09 
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6 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 36 
Street: Road 36 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 15 9 11 124 44 18 7 256 8 29 267 26 814 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 11 71 43 79 13 11 22 340 4 7 344 138 1083 
Data Source Transportation Impact Analysis Tesoro Viejo Development 
Year Nov-07 
Level of Service (AM) B 
Level of Service (PM) B 
7 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 35 
Street: Road 35 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 6 1 1 46 2 51 2 221 2 3 332 9 676 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 0  0  5  9  2  21  41  241  3  3  217  47  589  
Data Source Turning Movement Counts Field Data Sheet (Counted by Joe Yu) 
Year Jul-09 
Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
8 Intersection: Ave 12 at Road 34 1/2 
Street: Road 34 1/2 
Approach: Northbound Off-ramp Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 3 12 6 231 380 2 634 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 4 13 9 377 343 5 751 
Data Source Turning Movement Counts Field Data Sheet (Counted by Shahram Shariati) 
Year Jul-09 
Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
9 Intersection: Ave 12 at SR 99 
Street: SR 99 
Approach: Northbound Off-ramp Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 135 4 50 104 400 213 245 1151 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 147 1 79 113 544 217 231 1332 
Data Source Traffic Impact Study Gateway Village 
Year Nov-06 
Level of Service (AM) E  N/A  A  N/A  
Level of Service (PM) F N/A A N/A 
10 Intersection: Ave 12 at Golden State Blvd 
Street: Golden State Blvd. 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 70 5 258 10 3 11 165 236 24 75 255 18 1130 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 149 7 239 19 6 19 244 399 14 93 266 5 1460 
Data Source Traffic Impact Study Gateway Village 
Year Nov-06 
Level of Service (AM) C D A A 
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Compilation of Turning Movement Counts (Existing Conditions) – Avenue 9/Children’s Blvd 
1 Intersection: Avenue 9 @ Road 36 
Street: Road 36 Avenue 9 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 46 101 29 368 248 13 805 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 10 28 119 319 298 34 808 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: C PM: B 
2 Intersection: Avenue 9 @ Road 40 1/2 @ Children's Blvd 
Street: Road 40 1/2 & Avenue 9 Avenue 9 & Children's Blvd 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 1  0  0  3  0  1  1  338  0  0  214  0  558  
PM PM PEAK HOUR 0  0  0  5  2  2  4  235  0  0  290  5  543  
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: C PM: B 
3 Intersection: Children's Blvd @ Peck Blvd 
Street: Peck Blvd Children's Blvd 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 2 161 298 33 498 238 1230 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 17 561 284 5 82 296 1245 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: B PM: C 
4 Intersection: Children's Blvd & Rio Mesa Blvd @ Lanes Bridge Dr 
Street: Lanes Bridge Dr Children's Blvd & Rio Mesa Blvd 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 180 11 11 449 723 136 1510 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 198 20 30 577 396 351 1572 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: F PM: E 
5 Intersection: Avenue 9 @ Road 40 
Street: Road 40 Avenue 9 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 0 5 329 0 0 209 543 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 1 3 247 1 2 236 490 
Data Source TPG Consulting 
Year 2004 
LOS AM: EB:  A WB:  A NB:  B SB:  B PM: EB: A WB: A NB: B SB:  B 
6 Intersection: Children's Blvd & SR 41 NB Off-Ramp @ SR 41 SB Ramps 
Street: SR 41 SB Ramps Children's Blvd & SR 41 NB Off-Ramp 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 3 0 43 13 613 766 1438 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 2 1 15 38 869 532 1457 
Data Source TPG Consulting 
Year 2004 
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Compilation of Turning Movement Counts (Existing Conditions) – Avenues 10 & 11 
7 Intersection: Avenue 10 @ Road 40 
Street: Road 40 Avenue 10 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 0  0  3  7  4  17  1  19  6  57  
PM PM PEAK HOUR 1  13  0  4  6  23  0  37  3  87  
Data Source TPG Consulting 
Year 2004 
LOS AM: EB:  A WB:  A NB:  A SB:  A PM: EB: A WB: A NB: A SB:  A 
8 Intersection: Avenue 11 @ Frontage Road 
Street: Frontage Road Avenue 11 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 8 28 0 57 6 16 1 45 1 162 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 32  86  2  47  8  8  0  13  0  196  
Data Source TPG Consulting 
Year 2004 
LOS AM: EB:  A WB:  A NB:  A SB:  A PM: EB: A WB: A NB: A SB:  A 
9 Intersection: Avenue 10 @ Road 40 1/2 
Street: Road 40 1/2 Avenue 10 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 4 1 40 3 0 86 134 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 5 3 93 4 1 52 158 
Data Source TPG Consulting 
Year 2004 
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Compilation of Turning Movement Counts (Existing Conditions) – Avenue 15 
1 Intersection: Avenue 15 @ Road 36 
Street: Road 36 Avenue 15 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 28  78  30  31  144  30  20  95  25  51  73  6  611  
PM PM PEAK HOUR 32  115  26  12  68  15  27  77  31  24  94  23  544  
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: C PM: B 
2 Intersection: Avenue 15 @ SR 41 
Street: SR 41 Avenue 15 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 111 365 861 4 3 33 1377 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 260 844 473 27 39 116 1759 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: C PM: F 
3 Intersection: Avenue 14 1/2 @ SR 41 
Street: SR 41 Avenue 14 1/2 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 6  286  1  2  870  1  0  0  12  10  0  1  1189 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 27  957  9  2  408  5  2  0  11  3  0  1  1425 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2007 
LOS AM: E PM: E 
Compilation of Turning Movement Counts (Existing Conditions) – SR 145 
4 Intersection: SR 145 @ Road 36 
Street: Road 36 SR 145 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 44 0 13 0 0 0 0 131 69 15 191 0 463 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 26 0 9 0 0 0 0 221 35 9 182 0 482 
Data Source Fehr and Peers 
Year 2006 
LOS AM: PM:
5 Intersection: SR 145 @ SR 41 
Street: SR 41 SR 145 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 15 241 8 32 711 68 57 53 69 17 55 18 1344 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 57 739 13 27 373 56 129 135 38 11 64 52 1694 
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Composite Summary of Traffic Volumes along alternative Routes 
Table 2 
Existing Peak Hour Intersection Volumes along SR 145, Avenue 15, Avenue 12, and Avenue 9 
Intersection Peak Hour Volume1 
AM (PM) 
Daily Directional Volume2 
1. Avenue 9/Road 36 
• SB Approach 147 (38) 
• EB Approach 261 (332) 5,098 
• WB Approach 397 (438) 3,300 
2. Children’s Boulevard/SR 41 SB Ramps 
• SB Approach 46 (18) 
• EB Approach 626 (907) 
• WB Approach 756 (532) 
3. Avenue 12/Road 36 
• NB Approach 35 (125) 
• SB Approach 186 (103) 
• EB Approach 271 (366) 6,591 
• WB Approach 332 (489) 7,053 
4. Avenue 12/SR 41 
• NB Approach 824 (1775) 
• SB Approach 420 (584) 
• EB Approach 674 (616) 8,541 
• WB Approach 7 (18) 6,977 
5. Avenue 15/Road 36 
• NB Approach 136 (173) 
• SB Approach 205 (95) 
• EB Approach 140 (135) 2,470 
• WB Approach 130 (141) 2,440 
6. Avenue 15/SR 41 
• NB Approach 476 (1104) 
• SB Approach 865 (500) 
• EB Approach 36 (155) 2,642 
• WB Approach 1,628 
7. SR 145/Road 36 
• NB Approach 57 (35) 
• EB Approach 200 (256) 
• WB Approach 206 (191) 
8. SR 145/SR 41 
• NB Approach 136 (173) 
• SB Approach 205 (95) 
• EB Approach 140 (135) 
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1. Data from Fehr and Peers Transportation Impact Analysis (2007) 
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APPENDIX 2-2: DETAILS OF LEVEL OF SERVICE CALCULATIONS 
Composite of Avenue 12 Level of Service Results 
Table 1 







1. Avenue 12/Golden State Blvd. SSSC 
AM 
PM 




























2. Avenue 12/SR 99 SSSC 
AM 
PM 














3. Avenue 12/Road 34 ½ SSSC 
AM 
PM 





















4. Avenue 12/Road 35 SSSC 
AM 
PM 
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7. Avenue 12/Road 38 SSSC 
AM 
PM 





















8. Avenue 12/Road 40 SSSC 
AM 
PM 




























9. Avenue 12/Frontage Rd. SSSC 
AM 
PM 

























































1. Data for intersections 1, 2 and 8 are from TPG Consulting’s Traffic Impact Study (2006). Data for intersections 5 and 10 are 
from Fehr and Peers Transportation Impact Analysis (2007). Data for intersections 3, 4, 6 and 7 were counted and analyzed by 
Joe Yu and Shahram Shariati (2009). 
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Composite of Level of Service Results along alternative Routes 
Table 3 
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1. Data from Traffic Impact Analysis (2007 Fehr and Peer’s) 
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Constrained Candidate Capacity Increasing Projects for Inclusion in the 
Ma<ler.a Countv 2007 Regional Tr>~ns.portation Plan 
,._..,., Mop Ill E~imated Hln<long e...to.moy~ Fwding 
klent.itiH . ...- Ro·ut• Pro;ect limits Dtsctiption Cost v ... Yur ...,..,. 
CAL TRANS CANDIDATE PROJECTS • 2007 RTP POOJECT LIST ICT RTPI 
CTRTI' 1 ~ Ash!an Aw . n FtHr.lO Co. to Av... 7 4-Uni: fre:eway to Mill'l• Fi'MYn'f $25.000.000 2011· 12 2013 l11f' 
CTRTI' 2 11:1 Aw 12kl:erd\.anae Reconstruct Ill~ Wl.OOO.OOO 2011 -12 2013 99 8cJnd,'Rn?,'Me.as TfiF 
CTRTP 3 4-l..ane ff"eewly to Mane FrHWay JOd IC $150.000.000 2020 I11P 11:1 Aw1210 EihAw a18 1is 2013-14 
CTRTP • ~ Aw7tDAw12 4-Uni: fre:ewav toM~ FrteWilV $n.ooo.ooo 2013-14 2020 l11f' 
CTRTF 5 ~ FitHW3.)' to &-unt FrHway .and S100JXXUXIO 2020 m?nF ~ BlsAwrDAw 17 RfccniCa: Aw 17 2015-16 
CTRTI' & w SR m ln1er<h>no< R- et Ill""".,.. $35,000,000 201~10 2020 mPJRTIPIMeas TllF 
CTRTP 7 11:1 SR 1>2 """"~- ..... ,~ .. ,.R>iCro- . ~.eOO,OXI 2017-18 2020 I11P 
CTRTP 8 SR t.5-2to~~Uw 
4-U!o >,...,.y 1D o.uno >rw.voy n>d $12>.000.000 2020 ffi?IIF 11:1 Re-oon IC a.! Aw 24 201~20 
Subtotal: S&BI.&C.OOO 
Cl TY OF MADERA CANDIDATE STREET AHO ROAD PROJECT LIST (MAOC_tTY] 
MADCITY p 11:1 SR t461r'llerd\ang,e RtcOnSiruCI- $5.400.000 2008 2010 RT1P,'-'..oeas A 
MADCITY tO Ell i>Ave Oriwd• w Road 20 Re;on ~:r~i itnd ~ SR e9 o;; iJI a:,_ $t7.000.000 lC()g 2010 RT\P~Mu~ Tihtu~eArlf 
MADCITY 11 ..... K~toUb 2 tD 4 1ants S4.1XXH:Xl0 2009 2010 RTIPilkas TIIF 
MADCITY 12 lAKE Gtinto els 'f\~to~ L.anes SI .55QIXlO 2010 2010 r..~asT 
MADCITY 13 4"H lrr.- aSRVi ICRe"oo l/'.000.000 2010 2010 RTIPJM..n TnF 
MADCITY 14 SCHNC>O;l Tmo-toSI..nset Resne to 4 laMs $830.000 2012 2020 '-'easT 
MADCITY 15 O..EVElANO Taz«toUke Resne to 4 laMs S.2W.OOO 2014 2020 t.~asT 
MADCITY 1e ClEVElAND '-le » Rd. 2& (Couo>y Ckb Oriw] Res tripe to 4 lanes ,.,0,000 201·4 2020 t-.'euT 
MADCITY 17 AIRPORT Awil7toYeaQII" ResQe to 4 laMs $270.000 201& 2020 '-'easT 
MAOCITY 1B YEAGER "-'U>Fo1con ResQe to 4 laMs $270.000 20t8 2020 t.~asT 
MADCITY 19 GATEWAY C~:and to Vosemi1e ';VK:Iento~L.anes $3,200,000 2020 2020 RTIPJM..n TnF 
MADCITY 20 GATEWAY SR 145 Ycwm.2to SROQ 'Mdento~ L.anes $2.ll00.000 2020 2020 RTIPiMe-as Ti!F 
MADCITY 21 Cl~ Sdlncot to SOl "" 2104lanH U.400.ml 2021 2011) RTIP- TnF 
MADCITY 22 lAKE 4::hto0e'U'.and 2104 lanes s1.eoo.OOJ 2028 2000 RTIPJM..n TnF 
MADCITY 23 SUNRISE B Suet to Road 2-S 2 tD 4 1anes SI.OOO.IXlO 2028 2000 RTIPilkas TIIF 
1/.AOCITY 24 ctE\IElAOO Rood 2eto SRQO 4 bo6131'6 umooo 2029 2000 RTIPIMN> TnF 
Subtolal: $57,530,000 
aTY OF CHOWCHi l lA · CANOOATE STREET AHO ROAD PROJECT USTIHG (CHOWCfTY) 
CHO't\OTY 25 ROB:RTSON I 15th StrHt to ?aim Ptwv RH".rioe- 2to4 lar~es I I 2011 201) SHQPP,Mf.u -$003.000 
Of.)\~ 2e FIG TREE I SRQO~"" 2lilnoOC 1DChowt:l1i'b B'•d I 110 800 000 I 20t2 2013 IF 
CHO\\Cffi' 27 AV""::NUE1tl SR gg 10 Cor-ao3do 'Mden to~ Lanes $5.400.000 2030 2000 IF 
S ubtolal: $17,103,000 
COUNTY Of MADERA STREET AND ROAD PROJECT UISlVIG (MAIJCO) 
MAOCO 28 CHltDREN'S Bl.VO Rc-.ld 40112 10 Peck BIYd \\'"dentot5l..anM; $2.2EO.OCO 2010 2010 IF 
MAOCO 2'1 CHilMOIS BLVD SR ~ 1 NS '"""'to Poc:i aMI Widen«) .a lanH U.~ml 2010 2010 IF 
MADCO :n CHU.DREN'S BLVD SR 41 to l anes Blld".Qe W:deoto.S I.iii"'IH $1.9Xl.OCO 201 0 2010 IF 
MAOCO 31 AVE 12 SR '111 ;o Nor1h Rio J,~S-.lSII«< \\rderl ;o e l..anM; $2-'00~000 2012 2013 IF 
r.tADCO 32 AVE10 Rood40112 toSR~ 1 0Mden1o4 l.anes $4.400.000 20t 2 201l IF 
MADCO 33 LANES BRJOOE At Chlt:h!rt o;; Blvd \\'"den;ot5l..anM; $2.9l0.000 2012 2013 IF 
MAOCO 34 CHltDREN'S Bl.VO Be:ween SR ill t Ran-m \\'"dentot5l..anM; $5.000.000 2010 2020 IF 
r.tADCO 35 N.RIO ~'ESA l!ioi.!B>S.V:!O>A, •158 SR ~1 l,\'\del to4~s $t 1.-!00.000 20t5 2020 IF 
MADCO 3!1 ROAD JO tr.! Ave 12 w f/4.ve 13 ';VK:Iento~L.anes $4.&Xt000 2010 2020 IF 
MAOCO 37 +I N9 on rarJ'I)'SR41 C ~ldren's 6:\ld W:deoto2 1.iii"'IH $21).200.000 2010 2020 IF 
r.tADCO 3a 4 1 ~'.ldoinCo\nvln1DAW 10 1\'iloniDOI..n< $4.700.000 20t5 2020 IF 
MADCO 3:) +I Ave 10 to f/4.ve 12 ill lane fn!eow:;ry_and IC a! AYe 12 $07.300.000 2010 2020 RTIPJM..n TnF 
MAOCO 40 +I SR 1'11.5toRoad200 Cons-.ructpassingJ anes $30.500.000 2019 2020 RTIPiMe-as TIIF 
r.IAOCO 41 <I-I Road 42!110 SR 4~ Sou:h ~ O.khint 'Mdst to ~ ln!~ $Zl.i00.000 2023 2010 RTIPiMe·as TnF 
MADCO 42 AVE 12 Road 38 ;oSR4 1 ';VK:Iento~L.anes $21.300.000 2020 2000 RTIPJM..n TnF 
MAOCO 43 RO.Io0 2P Oliw-10Aw13 ';VK:Iento~L.anes $4.9!ll000 2020 2000 RTIPiMe-as Ti!F 
MAOCO ... AVE 12 SR ee m Rood 3Z W\det to 4\ ~.ale $t2.200.000 2027 2000 RTIPiMNs TIIF 
MADCO 45 RO.Io0 2P Ave 12 to f/4.ve 13 WJdento4l.anes ..and ~  $11.000.000 2027 2000 RTIPJM..n TnF 
Subtotal: $232.&<0,000 
TOTAL: $988 873.000 
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APPENDIX 3-2: TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROPOSALS – 
TESORO VIEJO PLAN 
TABLE 10 
CUMULATIVE NO PROJECT INTERSECTION AND ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
Retrofit Existing Intersections and Roadway Segments 
Location Improvement 
SR 41: Avenue 12 to SR 145 
• Widen both the northbound and southbound approach to two lanes, with a 
new freeway interchange at Avenue 12. In the study area, it is a four-lane 
rural undivided highway north of the Avenue 12 interchange, a four-lane 
north-south freeway from Avenue 12 to Friant Road, and a six-lane freeway 
south of Friant Avenue through the City of Fresno. 
1. Road 36/SR 145 
•  Northbound approach:  
o Convert the shared right-and-left turn lane into separate right-turn and 
left-turn only lanes 
2. SR 41/SR 145 
• • •• Northbound approach: o Convert existing right-turn only lane to a shared 
through-right lane Southbound approach: o Add second through and left-turn 
only lanes Eastbound approach: o Convert approach to contain two left-turn
only lanes, as well as a shared through-right lane Westbound approach: o 
Convert existing shared through-left lane into separate through and left-turn 
only lanes 
4. Road 206/Friant Rd 
•  Signalize intersection 
• For the northbound, southbound, and westbound approaches, re-stripe 
approaches to have shared through-right lane as well as a left-turn only lane 
• Eastbound approach: 
o Convert approach from a single lane to a four-lane approach, which  
contains two left-turn only lanes, a designated through lane, as well as 
a right-turn only lane 
5. Road 36/Avenue 15 •  Signalize intersection 
6. SR 41/Avenue 15 
•• 
 Signalize intersection For the northbound and southbound approach, 
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TABLE 10 
CUMULATIVE NO PROJECT INTERSECTION AND ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
Retrofit Existing Intersections and Roadway Segments 
Location Improvement 
lane
7. SR 41/Road 204 
•  Signalize intersection 
• For the northbound and southbound approaches, re-stripe approaches to  
contain a left-turn only lane, a through lane, and a shared through-right lane 
9. Road 36/Avenue 12 • Optimize signal timing 
11. Road 36/Avenue 9  
••  Signalize intersection Eastbound approach: o Convert shared through-left 
lane into separate through and left-turn only lanes  
12. Road 40 ½ / Avenue 9/Children’s 
Blvd 
••  Signalize intersection For the eastbound and westbound approaches, 
modify existing lane configuration to contain a shared through-right lane and 
a left-turn only lane  
13. Children’s Blvd/Peck Blvd  
• •••• Add north leg to intersection with shared through-left-right lane for the 
southbound approach, and a single receiving lane for the northbound 
approach Signalize intersection Northbound approach: o Convert existing 
right-turn lane into a free right, and the existing left-turn lane into a shared 
through-right configuration Eastbound approach: o Add a left-turn lane 
Westbound approach: o Add second left turn lane and convert existing 
through lane into a shared through-right lane
14. Children’s Blvd/Lanes Bridge Dr 
•  Southbound approach:  
o Convert existing left-turn lane into a shared left-right turn lane 
•  Eastbound approach:  
o Add a third through lane
•  Westbound approach:  
o Removed U-turn lane, add a third through lane, and convert a through  
lane to a shared through-right lane
15. SR 41 SB Ramps/Children’s 
Blvd/Rio Mesa Blvd  
•  Eastbound approach: o Convert a through lane into a shared through-right 
lane
16. SR 41 NB Ramps/Children’s 
Blvd/Rio Mesa Blvd  
• • Provide north leg connection to intersection, a left-turn lane and a shared
through-right lane for the southbound approach, and two receiving lanes for
the northbound approach Northbound approach: o Convert existing through 
lane into a second left-turn lane 
17. SR 41 SB Ramps/Friant 
Rd/Blackstone Avenue   • 
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TABLE 10 
CUMULATIVE NO PROJECT INTERSECTION AND ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
Retrofit Existing Intersections and Roadway Segments 
Location Improvement 
o Add a shared right-left turn lane 
•  Eastbound approach:  
o Construct a free-flow right-turn lane as well as a free-flow shared
through-right lane by installing a median stretching from the southbound on-
ramp to the northbound on-ramp  
o Provide proper signage instructing drivers desiring to get on to the  
southbound or northbound on-ramps to start merging right before reaching 
the median 
o Signage should be placed at appropriate locations west of the  
intersection to indicate correct lanes to access on-ramps 
18. SR 41 NB Ramps/Friant  
Rd/Blackstone Avenue   
•  Northbound approach:  
o Add a signal-controlled right-turn lane
o Provide a designated left-turn receiving lane to allow for simultaneous 
northbound left and westbound through movements 
•  Westbound approach:  
o Change approach to be an uncontrolled free-flow movement  
19. SR 41 SB Ramps/Herndon
Avenue   
•  Southbound approach:  
o Convert exiting right-turn lane into a shared right-left turn lane
•  Eastbound approach:  
o Convert existing shared through-right lane into a free-flow right-turn 
lane
•  Westbound approach:  
o Add a second free-flow right-turn lane 
20. SR 41 NB Ramps/Herndon
Avenue   
•  Northbound approach:  
o Add a second right-turn and left-turn only lane 
•  Westbound approach:  
o Construct a free-flow shared through-right, and free-flow through lane 
by installing a median stretching from east of the intersection to the 
southbound looping on-ramp o Provide proper signage instructing drivers 
desiring to get on to the northbound and southbound on-ramps to start 
merging to the right three lanes before reaching the median
o Signage should be placed at appropriate locations east of the Herndon  
Avenue/Fresno Street intersection to indicate correct lanes to access 
on-ramps  
o Only three through lanes will be signal-controlled 
New Intersections
8. SR 41/Avenue 13 
• Construct a new signalized intersection with the following configurations: 
o Northbound approach: Two through lanes, one left-turn
lane, and one right-turn lane 
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TABLE 10 
CUMULATIVE NO PROJECT INTERSECTION AND ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 
Retrofit Existing Intersections and Roadway Segments 
Location Improvement 
. One through lane, a shared through-right lane, and a left-turn  
lane
o  Eastbound approach:  
. One shared through-right-left turn lane 
o  Westbound approach:  
. One shared through-right turn lane, and two left-turn lanes
10. SR 41 SB Ramps/Avenue 12 
• Construct a new interchange with a signalized junction on the local roads 
with the following lane configurations: 
o Southbound approach: 
. One right-turn lane, as well as one left-turn lane o Eastbound approach:  
. One through lane with a free-flow right-turn lane
o Westbound approach: 
. One through lane with a free-flow right-turn lane
21. SR 41 NB Ramps/Avenue 12 • Construct a new interchange with a signalized junction on the local roads 
with the following lane configurations: 
o Northbound approach: 
. One left-turn lane a free-flow right-turn lane 
o Eastbound approach: 
. One through lane with a free-flow right-turn lane
o Westbound approach: 
. One through lane and a shared through-right lane 
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APPENDIX 4-1: CHANGES IN DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS (2006-
2009) 
Rio Mesa Model 
Description Dwelling Units Employment TAZ ID (Range) 
Kesterson 3,057 2,337 4100 
Urretia 1,887 5,094 4200 
Freels 4,984 766 4300 
McCaffrey 4,729 6,270 4400 
Sumner Ranch 212  ‐ 4451 
Combs 3,723 3,321 4500 
Gunner East 4,716 5,582 4600 
Riverbend Ranch 427  ‐ 4650 
Jim Cobb 826 1,712 4670 
Gateway Village 4,945 2,457 4700 
Rolling Hills, et. al. 311 1,112 4750 
Dunmore Homes 1,403 81 4800 
Gunner West 2,778 6,958 4900 
Total 33,998 35,690 
(a) built; 
(b) discontinued; 
( c) active 
Active Development Proposals (August 2009) 
Proposed Development Dwelling Units Employment 
1 Center Point Industrial Park  ‐ 2,377 
2 Gateway Village 6,908 16,138 
3 Gunner Ranch 2,840 2,050 
4 Liberty Groves 8,228  ‐
5 
Madera State Center Community 
College Specific Plan 4,500 2,667 
6 Morgan  ‐ 1,494 
7 New English Ranchos 1,400  ‐
8 North Fork Village 2,966 20,640 
9 Orchard Park 363  ‐
10 San Joaquin River Ranch 15,405  ‐
11 Silverdust  ‐ 559 
12 Tatham  ‐ ‐
13 Tesoro Viejo 5,190 2,905 








/o Mes.a Cumulative Scenario 
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APPENDIX 4-2: PROJECTIONS BASED ON RIO MESA MODEL 
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Projected Growth on Study Network Links by Rio Mesa Model 
2007 Daily Traffic Volumes 
2007 Model Volumes for 




















Avenue 9 west of Road 36 EB 5098 WB 3300 8,398 6,000 -29% 
Avenue 9 east of Road 38 EB 3818 WB 2856 6,674 8,000 20% 
Avenue 9 east of SR 99 EB 4036 WB 2942 6,978 
Avenue 12 west of SR 41 EB 6552 WB 7036 13,588 40,000 194% 10,508 9,095 -13% 
Avenue 12 east of Road 36 EB 6591 WB 7053 13,644 26,000 91% 
Avenue 12 west of Road 36 EB 4881 WB 5438 10,319 16,000 55% 
Avenue 12 east of Road 29 EB 5290 WB 6001 11,291 
Avenue 15 west of SR 41 EB 2642 WB 1628 4,270 6,000 41% 2,472 1,904 -23% 
Avenue 15 west of Road 36 EB 2470 WB 2440 4,910 6,000 22% 
Avenue 15 west of Road 29 EB 3011 WB 4246 7,257 
SR 41 south of Avenue 12 3.23 NB/SB 30,000 38,000 27% 27,500 27,167 -1% 2,600 
SR 41 north of Avenue 12 3.23 NB/SB 15,500 43,000 177% 1,400 
SR 41 south of SR 145 9.25 NB/SB 15,500 43,000 177% 1,400 
SR 41 north of SR 145 9.25 NB/SB 17,500 22,000 26% 11,800 11,931 1% 1,850 
SR 99 south of Avenue 12 7.46 NB/SB 68,000 51,000 53,315 5% 6,100 
SR 99 north of Avenue 12 7.46 NB/SB 70,000 6,200 
SR 99 south of SR 145 10.27 NB/SB 63,000 5,600 
SR 99 north of SR 145 10.27 NB/SB 68,000 32,000 28,492 -11% 6,100 
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Projected 2025 Peak Turning Volumes (Gunner Ranch West Traffic Study) 
1 Intersection: Road 36 at Avenue 15 
Street: Road 36 Avenue 15 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
31 84 32 64 158 36 47 238 28 58 243 33 
35 132 43 64 83 34 38 267 34 37 272 63 




Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
2 Intersection: Road 36 at Avenue 12 
Street: Road 36 Avenue 12 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 42 88 77 141 68 20 13 363 15 124 339 114 1404 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 15 90 126 125 112 12 24 401 26 94 414 163 1602 
Data Source Gunner Ranch-VRPA Technologies 
Year 2025 
Level of Service (AM) C 
Level of Service (PM) C 
3 Intersection: Road 36 at Avenue 9 
Street: Road 36 Avenue 9 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 77 106 95 470 329 86 1163 
PM PM PEAK HOUR 103 109 131 454 442 100 1339 
Data Source Gunner Ranch-VRPA Technologies 
Year 2025 
Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
4 Intersection: SR 41 at SR 145 
Street: SR 41 SR 145 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
20 742 1499 322 791 322 69 350 76 1522 376 273 
63 790 1792 317 807 62 142 419 42 1746 387 350 




Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
5 Intersection: *Please see new configuration for SR 41 below 
Street: SR 41 SB Ramps Avenue 15 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 




Level of Service (AM) 
Level of Service (PM) 
6 Intersection: SR 41 at Road 14 1/2 and Road 204 
Street: SR 41 Road 14 1/2 and Road 204 
Approach: Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Peak Hour left through right left through right left through right left through right Total 
AM AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
18 4 43 46 7 2 0 0 20 33 9 57 
49 4 63 52 8 40 23 0 35 31 10 47 




Level of Service (AM) 















































Peak Hour left through right 
AM PEAK HOUR 




*Please see new configuration for SR 41 below 
left through right left through right left through right 
SR 41 SB Ramps Avenue 12 
Southbound Eastbound Westbound 
Total 
Level of Service (AM) 








Peak Hour left through right 
Northbound 
SR 41 SB Ramps at Avenue 15 
left through right left through right left through right 
709 155 714 1661 636 
815 147 1582 1881 754 
Southbound Eastbound Westbound 




Level of Service (PM) 
AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
Year 
Level of Service (AM) 
C 













SR 41 NB Ramps at Avenue 15 
left through right left through right left through right 
617 2181 891 
685 2691 991 
Southbound Eastbound Westbound 




Level of Service (PM) 
AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
Year 
Level of Service (AM) C 








Peak Hour left through right 
Northbound 
SR 41 SB Ramps at Avenue 12 
left through right left through right left through right 
722 800 1650 1407 2263 
859 813 1855 1612 2580 
SR 41 SB Ramps Avenue 12 




Level of Service (PM) 
AM PEAK HOUR 
PM PEAK HOUR 
Data Source 
Year 




Gunner Ranch-VRPA Technologies 
4 Intersection: 
Street: 





AM PEAK HOUR 
































Level of Service (AM) 
Data Source 
Year 
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Gunner Ranch West- T raffle Impact Analysis, County of Madera 
INTERSECTION 
SR 41 / SR 145 / Road 145 / MiiJ:.tton Rd Ot 
SR 41 I Avenue 15 l"' 
SR 41 / Road 204 l':i 
SR 41 1 Avenue 12 l1 
SR 41 SB Ramps 1 Avenue 12 l11 
SR 41 NB Ramps / Avenue 12 (1t 
SR 41 NB Ramps I Rio Mesa oJ 
SR 41 SB Ramps I Chi)dren's Blvd~ 
SR 41 SB Ramps 1 Herndon Ave \11 
SR 41 NB Ramps 1 Herndon Ave (,) 
SR 41 SB Ramps 1 Friant Rd to 
SR 41 NB Ramps 1 Frian1 Rd (lJ 
Avenue 151 Road 36 
Avenue 9 1 Road 36 """ 
Avenue 9 1 Road 40 """ 
Avenue 9 f Road 40 112 
Avenue 9 f SR 99 NB Ramps l'JJ 
Avenue 9 f SR 99 SB Ramps~ 
Children's 8 tvd f Peck Blvd "'J 
Children's 8 tvd / lane·s Bridge Or ""' 




PEAK 2010 WITH 2015 WITH 
HOUR PROJECT PROJECT 
DELAY LOS DELAY LOS 
AM 44.4 0 >80.0 F 
PM >80.0 F >80.0 F 
AM 45.9 E 
PM >50.0 F 
AM >50.0 F' 9.0 A 
PM >50.0 F' 9.4 A 
AM >80.0 F 
PM >80.0 F 
AM 24.1 c 
PM 29.6 c 
AM >80.0 F 
PM >80.0 F 
AM 14.5 B >80.0 F 
PM 14.1 B >80.0 F 
AM 39.5 0 >80.0 F 
PM >80.0 F >80.0 F 
AM 20.4 c 24.5 c 
PM 18.4 B 21.7 c 
AM 66.9 E >80.0 F 
PM >80.0 F >80.0 F 
AM 22.4 c 30.7 c 
PM 26.8 c 49.5 0 
AM 20.1 c 21.4 c 
PM 23.7 c 24.6 c 
AM 10.4 B 11.8 6 
PM 10.0 A 11.5 6 
AM 15.8 c 20.3 c 
PM 17.8 c 28.3 0 
AM 19.8 c 25.4 D 
PM 20.1 c 29.3 D 
AM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
PM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
AM 13.9 B 16.3 c 
PM 13.2 B 16.4 c 
AM 13.0 B 15.8 c 
PM 12.2 B 15.1 c 
AM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
PM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
AM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
PM >50.0 F >50.0 F 
AM >50.0 F' >50.0 F 
PM 18.5 C' >50.0 F 
CUMULATIVE CUMULATlVE CUMULATIVE 
2020WITH 2025 WITHOUT 202SWITH 
PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT 
DELAY LOS DELAY LOS DELAY LOS 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
9.3 A Q.i A 9.7 A 
9.8 A 10.5 B 10.5 B 
i 6.0 E >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F 75.6 E >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
27.9 c 21.2 c 33.8 c 
27.9 c 19.3 B 33.7 c 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
>80.0 F >80.0 F >80.0 F 
34.3 c 29.3 c 44.7 D 
>80.0 F 50.7 0 >80.0 F 
23.7 c 25.1 c 24.9 c 
25.8 c 26.8 c 27.2 c 
13.9 8 17.4 c 17.7 c 
14.3 8 19.2 c 20.D c 
25.2 0' 20.5 c 31.3 0' 
>50.0 F' 29.8 0 >50.0 F' 
30.0 0' 19.6 c 39.4 E' 
>50.0 F' 20.2 c >50.0 F' 
>50.0 F 19.2 c >50.0 F 
>50.0 F 20.1 c >50.0 F 
19.5 c 21.5 c 24.3 c 
21.5 c 24.5 c 32.2 D 
19.9 c 22.7 c 27.3 0' 
20.5 c 22.4 c 3D.8 0' 
>50.0 F >50.0 F >5-0.0 F 
>50.0 F >50.0 F >5-0.0 F 
>50.0 F >50.0 F >5-0.0 F 
>50.0 F >50.0 F >5-0.0 F 
>50.0 F 44.5 E' >50.0 F 
>50.0 F 25.2 0' >50.0 F 
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Gunner Ranch West- Traffic Impact Analysis, County of Madera 
CUMULATIVE CU.WLATIVE CUMULATIVE 
INTERSECTION PEAK 2010 WI-H 2015WITH 2020 WITH 
HOUR PROJECT PROJECT PROJECT 
I DELAY LOS I DELAY LOS I DELAY LOS 
Randal Way I Goodwin Way (:l) ;::: 9.3 A 15. 1.8 c 
~venw I I/ Wes; Froniage Rood (Old SR 41) ~::: 9.0 A 9.2 A 9.4 A 11.2 8 12.0 8 12.6 8 
' D< I SR 99 SB Ranos ;::: I >SO.O' F' I >50.t ~ F I >50.0' F 
Avenue 12 / 
' D< " ;::: 41.9 D e.s.3 E >80. F 47.5 D >800 F >80. F 
Avenw 12 / SR 99 NB Ramps,., ;::: 26. c 74.2 E >80.0 F 
AvenU~< 12 / Road ~9 tl J ~~ 49. D >800 F >80.0 F 
Avenw 12 / Road 06 ;::: 
Avo:••uo: 12 / Rvvt o ...... ~ Pot•II.•Y"Y E .. ~tn• ~:~ 30.0 D >800 F >8 0.0 F 
Avenw 12 / Roo! <>ee> PaoovoyWest ' ;::: 29.9 c 61.9 E >80.0 F 
~venw: 12 / West Fron1age Road (Old SR 41) ~::: >50.0 F >50 0 F >50.0 F 
Av .. n ... 1~ / ~R 4 1 AA R~mr<. (lJ AM ?0 ? ('. 
" " PM 
Avenw 15 / SR 4 1 NB Ramps n ;::: >800 F >80.0 F 
Avenw 10 / Road 40 112w ;::: 
Avenw 10 / 1 ; Dr "' ~~ 10. 8 22.2 c >50.0 F 
' 
; 61"' I Co ., ;::: 
u•v.v.~ 
LOS = level of Seri.ce 
For unsigna!ized h\•)·way s.~op contro.':led ~:trsecf.ons, tte delay refers to ::he wors':-ease mo\'?ment. 
• Does not meel sig~al warranis. 
fntersec:::ion does exist :!wing :his s:enarlo. 
(1) Y.g.-.alized in:ersecf.on 
(2) unsigna!ized h\•)·way s.~op contro.':led ~tersecf.on 
(3) unsiQna!ized a!!.wavs':OP contro!ed i'r.e~Section 
CUMULATIVE CUMULAn VE 
2025 WITHOUT 2025 WITH 
PROJECT PROJECT 
I DELAY LOS DELAY LOS 
8.8 A 23. 
9.1 A 9.4 A 
11. 8 13.• 6 
59.3''' E 6 1.3 E 
>BOD F >80.0 F 
>BOD F >80.0 F 
>BOD F >80.0 F 
~ F >80.0 F 
>800 F >80 .0 F 
>BOD F >80.0 F 
>!~D F >50.0 F 
>AAO F >• n n • 
>BOD F >80.0 F 
>!~D F >50.0 F 
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APPENDIX 5-1: DETAILS OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 
Lane Use: 
Planned unit 







industry mixed use 
Units: dwelling unit dwelling unit 1000 sf 1000 sf acres 1000ft 
Development Proposals 
1 
Center Point Industrial 
Park 268 
2 Gateway Village 6,578 2,124 3,204 132 acres 
3 Gunner Ranch 2,840 2,050 1000 SF 
4 Liberty Groves 8,228 
5 
Madera State Center 
Community College 
Specific Plan 4,500 800 
6 Morgan 1,494 
7 New English Ranchos 1,400 
8 North Fork Village 2,966 6,192 
9 Orchard Park 363 
10 San Joaquin River Ranch 15,405 
11 Silverdust 63 
12 Tatham 
13 Tesoro Viejo 5,190 1,133 640 
Total 46,070 1,400 9,116 1,133 331 5,338 
Summary 
Land Use Quantity Unit 
Residential 47,470 Dwelling Units 
Commercial Office 9,116 1,000 SF 
Shopping 1,133 1,000 SF 
Light Industry 5,338 1,000 SF 
Mixed Use 2,050 1,000 SF 
Mixed Use 132 acres 
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e.92ln(x)+2.71 x= # 1000 sf 
trips= 




































6 Morgan  
7 New  English Ranchos 
8 North  Fork Village 
Orchard Park 





Land Use Quantity 
Residential 47,470 
Commercial Office 9,116 
Shopping 1,133 
Light Industry 5,338 
Mixed Use 2,050 
Mixed Use 132 























Dwelling Units 277,382 
1,000 SF 52,627 
1,000 SF 32,891 
1,000 SF 56,631 














52,627 1,133 32,891 331 
Trips LU Trips LU 
63 3616 
640.322 4681 
17,059 5,338 39,572 132 2,050 
Trips LU Trips LU LU 
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2 Gateway  Village 
3 Gunner Ranch 
4 Liberty Groves
5 
Madera State Center 
Community College 
Specific Plan 
6 Morgan  
7 New  English Ranchos 
8 North  Fork Village 
9 Orchard Park 
10 San Joaquin River Ranch 
11 Silverdust 
12 Tatham 







































Single family homes 
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APPENDIX 6-1: DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN CENSUS LEHD 
DATA 
LEHD within our Network
Madera Ranchos
 2006
 Count Share 
Total All Jobs 2,086 100%
Job Counts in Cities/Towns Where 
Workers Live 2006
Count Share
Fresno, CA 540 25.9% 
Madera, CA 437 20.9% 
Madera Acres, CA 96 4.6% 
Clovis, CA 70 3.4% 
Bonadelle Ranchos-Madera Ranchos, CA 63 3.0% 
Chowchilla, CA 36 1.7% 
Yosemite Lakes, CA 29 1.4% 
Parksdale, CA 24 1.2% 
Sanger, CA 21 1.0% 
Parkwood, CA 21 1.0% 
All Other Locations 749 35.9% 
Job Counts in Counties Where Workers 
Live 2006
 Count Share 
Madera Co., CA 960 46.0% 
Fresno Co., CA 816 39.1% 
Merced Co., CA 39 1.9% 
Tulare Co., CA 36 1.7% 
Stanislaus Co., CA 34 1.6% 
Sacramento Co., CA 24 1.2% 
Monterey Co., CA 23 1.1% 
Los Angeles Co., CA 22 1.1% 
Kings Co., CA 15 0.7% 
San Mateo Co., CA 13 0.6% 
All Other Locations 104 5.0% 
Job Counts in States Where Workers Live 2006
 Count Share 
California 2,076 99.5% 
Kentucky 3 0.1% 
Colorado 2 0.1% 
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Pennsylvania 1 0.0% 
All Other Locations 2 0.1% 
Report Settings
Year(s): 2006
Job Type: All Jobs 
Labor Market Segment All Workers 
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BY Cities/Towns Count 
Fresno, CA 540 
Madera, CA 437 
Madera Acres, CA 96 
Clovis, CA 70 
Bonadell e Ranchos-Madera Ranchos, CA 63 
Chowchi lla, CA 36 
Yosemite Lakes, CA 29 
Parksdale, CA 24 
Sanger, CA 21 
Parkwood, CA 21 
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APPENDIX 6-2: CORDON COUNTS AND DIRECTIONAL 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
Direction IN OUT TOTAL
AM Volume Volume Volume Percent 
Northwest 484 449 933 24% 
Southwest 346 260 606 16% 
Northeast 811 264 1075 28% 
Southeast 824 420 1244 32% 
Total 2465 1393 3858 100% 
PM Volume Volume Volume Percent 
Northwest 714 516 1230 26% 
Southwest 249 270 519 11% 
Northeast 456 809 1265 27% 
Southeast 1175 584 1759 37% 
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APPENDIX 6-3: OTHER CENSUS TRAVEL DATA 
National Household Travel Survey, 2001: Work Trips as Percent of All Trips 
Source: Alan E. Pisarski, Commuting in America, 2006 
NPTS (1990) Temporal Distribution of ALL trips 
weekday 
24-hour travel 
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6am - 9am 30,390,381 18.16% ** am peak
9am - 1pm 31,459,409 18.80% 
1pm - 4pm 36,261,855 21.67% 
4pm -
7pm 40,924,240 24.46% ** pm peak
7pm -
10pm 19,149,631 11.44% 
10pm -
1am 5,350,919 3.20% 
167,325,019 100.00% 
42.62% 
total am + pm peak 
periods
Work Trips Have Declined 
as a Proportion of All Trips 






1969 1977 1983 1990 1995 2001* 
Person Trips Person Miles of Travel Vehicle Trips Vehciles Miles of Travel 
Census Data for Transportation Planning Conference, May 2005 
Nancy McGuckin, Travel Behavior Analyst 
Nanda Srinivasan, Cambridge Systematics 







Not to Scale 
F HIR & PEERS 





Nee-s!Wf: X% = Proje~ Ttft .....JbJ~r----.!:!:~"'----71 Distribution 
= Study t"l:ee'SeC!ion 
• Futur• Slu<lf 
lntersect'oo 
= Future Ro-adt~y 
PROJECT TRIP DISTRIBUTION 
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APPENDIX 6-4B: COMPARATIVE DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS 








Northwest (toward Madera) 27% 14% 
Southwest (beyond Fresno) 15% 7% 
Northeast (toward Yosemite) 21% 10% 
Southeast (toward Fresno) 30% 15% 
“Other” Internal 7% 54% 
Total 100% 100% 
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APPENDIX 7-1: JUSTIFICATION FOR ONSITE AND PASS-BY 
CAPTURE RATES 
The “capture” reduction rates come from studies by the ITE. 
Onsite Capture: 
The table below shows a capture rate of 45% in the AM peak, 55% in the PM peak daily a daily rate of 
51%. This study used 50% for long term planning. 
Pass‐By 
Capture: 
The table below shows a range of capture rates for the PM peak hour. Broward County in Florida, which 
has conditions closest to the Central Valley than the other cases, shows the highest rates with one at 
55%. This is rounded off to 60% to be conservative with projected new trips and capture the idea of 
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Future Lane Geometries along Avenue 12 (4 Lanes) 
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Future Lane Geometries along Avenue 12 (6 Lanes) 
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HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
19: Ave 12 & Roadl35 313112010 
.,? 
-+ t .f 
-
4..... ~ t ,. '. ~ .' 
!Movement EllL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SllR 
Lane Oonfigurations 4't ., 'i t~ 
" 
~ ~ 
Volume (vph) 0 2092 118 336 2439 0 231 388 0 0 99 0 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 191)0 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Lane Width 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15 12 12 15 12 
i otal Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane u·til. Faclor 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.00 
Frt 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Fit Protected 100 1.00 0.95 1 00 0.95 1.00 100 
Sat d. Flow (pr-ot) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (~erm) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Peak-hour factor, PKF 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 ID.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0 . 98 
Adj. FIGW (vph) 0 2135 120 343 2489 0 236 396 0 0 101 0 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lane G rou~ Flow (V(!h) 0 2135 92 343 2489 0 236 396 0 0 101 0 
i urn TJIPe Perm Perm Prot Prot Perm 
ProtP.;r.tAd PM~~~ 4 ~ R 5 ? n 
Permitted Phases 4 4 6 
Actuated Green. G (s) 83.0 83JD 26.0 113.0 9.0 29.0 16.0 
Effective Green, g (s) 84.0 84.0 27.0 114.0 10.0 30.0 17.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.56 0.56 0.18 0.76 0,07 0.20 0.11 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle· Extension (S) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Grp Cap (vph) 1982 886 319 2690 229 410 232 
VIS Ratio Prot c0.60 c0.19 0.70 cO.Q7 c0.19 0.05 
VIS Ratio Perm 0.06 
VIC Ratio 1.08 0.10 1.08 0.93 1.03 0.97 0.44 
Uniform Oetay, d1 33.0 15.4 51.5 14.6 70.0 59.5 62.0 
Progression Factor 100 100 1.00 1.00 , 00 100 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 44.6 0.1 71.9 6.1 67.6 35.3 1.3 
Delay (s) 77.6 15.5 13-3.4 20.7 137.6 94.8 63.3 
Level of Service E 8 F c F F E 
ApproaCh Delay (s) 74.3 34.3 110.8 63.3 
Approach LOS E c F E 
It ntersection SUnma!l ~ 
HCM Average Control Delay 58.6 HCM Level of Service E 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 1.05 
Actuated Cycle Length (s) 150.0 Sum of lost time (s) 9.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 155.7% ICU Level of Service H 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Critical Lane GroiiJp 
Draft Final Report (September, 2010) –Avenue 12 Enhancement Study – Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo – CKN (PI) 
APPENDIX 8-1: LEVEL OF SERVICE DETAILS— 4-LANE AVENUE 12, 
NO BYPASS 
























HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 





4,.. ~ t ~ '. ~ .; 
!Movement Elll EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SllR 
Lane Configurations tt t+ 
' 
'I 'I t+ '{' 
Volume (vph) 0 490 0 0 1570 180 930 930 810 0 0 0 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 191)0 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
i otal Lost time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Lane Util. Faclor 0.95 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.95 
Frt 100 1 00 O.l!S 1.00 0.99 O.ll5 
Fit Protected 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Satd. Flow (pr.ot) 3539 3539 151l3 3433 1748 1504 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Satd. Flow (~erm) 3539 3539 1583 3433 1748 1504 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0 . 98 
Adj. FIClW (vptl) 0 500 0 0 1602 184 949 949 827 0 0 0 
RTOR Reduclion (vph) 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 2 110 0 0 0 
Lane Grou2 Flow (v~h) 0 500 0 0 1602 129 949 1030 634 0 0 0 
i urn T:;pe Perm Prot Perm 
Protect'id Phi!ises 4 8 5 2 
Permitted Philises 8 2 
Actuated Green, G (s) 50.0 50.0 50.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 
Effective Green, g (s) 50.0 50.0 50.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.42 0.42 0.4!2 0.52 0.52 0.52 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (S! 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Grp Cap (vph) 1475 1475 660 1774 903 777 
VIS RatiO Prot 0.14 C0.45 10.28 C0.59 
VIS Ratio Perm 0.08 0.42 
VIC Ratio 0.34 1.09 0.1 9 0.53 1.14 0.82 
Uniform Delay, d1 23.8 35.0 22.2 19.4 29.0 24.2 
Progression F.actor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 0.1 50.5 0.1 0.3 76.5 9.2 
Delay (s) 23.9 85.5 22 .4 19.7 105.5 33.5 
Level of Service c F oC B F c 
Approach Delay (s) 23.9 79.0 55.9 0.0 
Approa-Ch LOS c E E A 
~ ntersection SUnma!l 
HCM Average Control Delay 61.0 HCM Level of Service E 
HCM Volume lo Capacity ratio 1.12 
Actuated Cycl-e Length (s) 120.ID Sum of lost time (s) S.O 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 115.4% ICU Level of Service H 
Analysis Peril>d (min) 1!i 
c Critical Lane GroQJp 







HCM Signaliz·ed Intersection Capacity Analysis 







~ t ~ \. ~ .I 
(Movement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SB~ 
Lane Configurations 4't '{' 1j tt>-
" 
f> 4> 
Volume (vph) 0 2092 tns 336 243~ 0 231 38:1) 0 0 99 0 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1901) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 n9oo 
Lane Width 12 12 n2 12 12 12 12 1!5 12 12 15 12 
Total Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1) 3.0 3.0 J..O 
Lane Util. Factor 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.00 
Frt 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.01) 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Fit Prolect<l(l 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.01) 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Safd. Flow (pro!) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Fit Permitt<l(l 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.01) 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Satd. Flow (~erm) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Peak-11\our factor, PHF 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.9:13 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Adj. Fliow (vph) 0 2135 120 343 2489 0 236 396 0 0 101 0 
RTOR R<l(luction (vph) 0 0 28 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lane Grou~ Flow (v~h) 0 2135 92 343 2489 0 236 396 0 0 101 0 
Turn rype Perm Perm Prot Prot Perm 
Proteoted Phases 4 3 8 5 2 6 
Permitted Phases 4 4 6 
Actuated Green, G (s) 83.0 83.0 :26.0 113.1) 9.0 29.0 16·.0 
Effective Green, g (s) 84.0 84.0 .27.0 114.1) 10.0 30.0 17.0 
Att\tated g/C Ratio 0.56 0.56 0.18 o.7f; O.o? 0.2(1 0.11 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1) 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1) 3.0 3.0 J..O 
Lane Grp Catp (vph) 1982 886 319 2691) 229 410 232 
VIS Ratio Prot c0.60 00.19 0.71) c0.07 c0.19 0.05 
vis Ratio Perm 0.06 
VIC Ratio 1.08 o.no 1.08 0.93: 1.03 0.97 0.44 
Uniform Delay, d1 33.0 15.4 t61.5 14.5 70.0 59!5 62:.0 
Progre-ssion Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01) 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 44.6 0.1 71.9 6.1 67.6 35.3 1.3 
Delay (s) 77.6 15.5 1·33.4 20.7 137.6 94.8 63.3 
Level of Serviice E 8 F c F F E 
Approach Deilay (s) 74.3 34.3: 110.8 63-.3 
Approach LOS E c F E 
(Intersection Sllnma~ 
HCM Average Control Delay 58.6 HCM Level of service E 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 1.05 
Act\lated Cycle l ength (s) 150.0 Sum of lost time (s) 9.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 155.7% ICU Level of Service H 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Crit cal Lane Group 

























HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
33: Ave 12 & SR 41 NB ·3/3112010 ' 
..)-
-
---. .f +- '-
""' 
t I" '. ~ .J 
~ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR] 
Lane Configurations H H r' 'I 'I t. r' 
Volume (vph) 0 530 0 0 1270 160 1887 795 795 0 0 0 1 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 ' 
Total Lost time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
lane Util. Factor 0.95 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.95 
Frt 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.85 
Fit Protected 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (prot) 3539 3539 1583 3433 1746 1504 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (~erm) 3539 3539 1583 3433 1746 1504 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.9B 0.9B 0.9il Cl.98 0.9B 0.9B 098 0.98 0.98 0.9B 0.98 0.98 ' 
M j. Flow (vph) 0 541 (I 0 1296 163 1926 811 811 0 0 0 1 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 0 0 0 0 103 0 4 65 0 0 0 • 
Lane Grou~ Flow (v~h) 0 541 0 0 1296 60 1926 888 665 0 0 0 1 
Turn Type Perm Prot Perm 
Protected Phases 4 8 5 2 
Permitted Phases 8 2 
Actuateo Green, G (s) 32.0 32.0 32 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Effecti1•e Green, g (s) 32.0 32.0 32 .0 !50.0 50.0 50.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.56 0.56 0.56 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (Sl 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Grp cap (vPn) 1258 1258 563 1907 970 836 
v/s Ratio Prot 0.15 c0.37 cO ~" .• o 0.51 
VIS Ratio Perm 0.04 OA4 
VIC Ratio 0.43 1.03 0.11 1.01 0.92 0.80 
Uniform Delay, d1 22.1 29.0 19.4 20.0 18.1 15.9 
Progression Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, 02 0.2 33.4 0.1 23.1 14.5 7.7 
Delay (s) 22.3 62.4 19.5 43.1 32.6 23.6 
level of Service c E B D c c 
Approach Delay (s) 22.3 57.6 36.4 0.0 
Approach LOS c E D A 
!Intersection S\lnma~ ! l 
HCM Average Control Delay 40.6 HCM Level of Service D 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 1.02 
ActuateO Cycle Length (s) 90.0 Sum of lost time (s) B.O 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 212.0% ICU Level of Set'Vice H 
Analysis Period (min) 1!5 
c Critical Lane Group 







HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
22: Ave 12 & Road 36 .3/3112010 
/ 
-+ t .f 
-
' ' 
t ~ '. ~ ., 










Volume (vph) 7 2723 68:5 323 2397 0 332 20 0 124 44 not 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Total Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
lane u·til. Factor 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.97 0.91 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Frt 1.00 1.00 0.8:5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
Fit Protected 0.95 100 100 (1.95 1.00 095 100 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 5085 1583 3433 5085 1770 3539 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (~erm) 1770 5085 1583 3433 5085 1770 3539 1770 1863 1583 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
Adj. Flow (vph) 8 2960 745 351 2605 0 361 22 0 135 48 nto 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 0 170 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 
lane Grou~ Flow (v~h) 8 2960 57:5 351 2605 0 361 22 0 135 48 56 
Turn T:;pe Prot Pemn Prot Perm Prot Prot Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 6 
Permitted Phases 4 8 6 
Actuated Green, G (s) 0.8 81 .3 81.3 13.0 93.5 27.0 21.9 15.5 10.4 10.4 
Effecti1•e Green, g (s) 1.8 82.3 82.3 114.0 94.5 28.0 22.9 16.5 11.4 11.4 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.01 0.56 0.56 0.09 0.64 0.19 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.08 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (Sl 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
lane Grp Cap (vph) 22 2833 882 325 3253 336 549 198 144 n22 
VIS Ratio Prot 0.00 c0.58 c0.10 0.51 c0.20 0.01 0.08 0.03 
VIS Ratio Pemn 0.36 c0.04 
vic Ratio 0.36 1 04 0.6:5 1.08 0.80 1.07 0.04 0.68 0.33 0.46 
Uniform Delay, d1 72.4 32.7 22.7 66.8 19.6 !59.8 53.1 63.1 64.6 65.2 
PrO!Jression Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 9.9 30.1 1.7 72.9 1.5 70.3 0.0 9.3 1.4 2.7 
Delay (s) 82.3 62.8 2415 139.8 21.1 130.2 53.1 72.4 65.9 67.9 
level of Service F E c F c F D E E E 
Approaeli Delay (s) 55.2 35.2 125.7 69.6 
Approaeli LOS E 0 F E 
[Intersection S\lnmart 
HCM Average Control Delay 51.4 HCM Level of Service D 
HCM Volume to Capadty ratio 1.01 
Actuated Cycle l ength (s) 147.7 Sum of lost time (s) 12.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 96.9% ICU Level of Service F 
Analysis Period (min) 1!5 
c Critical Lane Group 
Draft Final Report (September, 2010) –Avenue 12 Enhancement Study – Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo – CKN (PI) 
APPENDIX 8-2: LEVEL OF SERVICE DETAILS— 6-LANE AVENUE 12, 
NO BYPASS 





HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
29: Ave 12 & Road 38 313112010 
-
---. ~ - ~ ,.. 
~ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 
Lane connguratlons ttt r' 
"' 
ttt "'"i r'r' 
Volume (vph) 2814 253 601 2056 371 661 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Lane Width 12 12 12 12 14 12 
Total l ost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Util. Factor 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.97 0.88 
Frt 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
Fit Protected 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 
Said. Flow (prot) 5085 1583 1770 5085 3662 2787 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 
Said. Flow (~erm) 5085 1583 1770 5085 3662 2787 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
Adj. Flow (vph) 2842 256 607 2077 375 668 
RTOR RWu<:tiun (vptl) 0 65 0 0 0 588 
Lane Grou~ Flow (v~h) 2842 191 607 2077 375 80 
Turn Type Perm Prot Prot 
Protected Phases 4 3 8 2 2 
Permitted Phases 4 
Actuated Green, G (s) 75.0 75.0 46.0 125.0 17.0 17.0 
Effective Green, g (s) 76.0 76.0 47.0 126.0 18.0 18.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.51 0.51 0.31 0.84 0.12 0.12 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Grp Cap (vph) 2576 802 555 4271 439 334 
VIS Ratio Prot c0.56 c0.34 0.41 c0.10 0.03 
VIS Ratio Perm 0.12 
VIC Ri:lliu 1.10 0.24 1.09 0.49 0.85 0.24 
Uniform Delay, d1 37.0 20.8 51.5 3.2 64.7 59.8 
Progression Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 53.0 0.2 66.3 0.1 14.9 0.4 
Delay (s) 90.0 20.9 117.8 3.3 79.6 60.2 
level of Service F c F A E E 
Approach Delay (s) 84.3 29.2 67.2 
Approach LOS F c E 
!Intersection Sllnma~ 
HCM Average Control Delay 60.0 HCM Level of Service E 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 1.07 
Actuated Cycle Length (s) 150.0 Sum of lost time (s) 9.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 108.3% ICU Level of Service G 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Critical l ane Group 








HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
22: Ave 12 & Road 36 .313112010 
,,> 
-
...,. of" .... '- ~ t I' '. ~ .J 










Volume (vph) 84 2530 92 7 2881 138 175 114 0 179 13 n26 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Total Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane U'lil. Factor 1.00 0.91 1.00 G.97 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Frt 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
Fit Protected 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 5085 1583 3433 5085 1583 1770 3539 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Said. Flow (~erm) 1770 5085 1583 3433 5085 1583 1770 3539 1770 1863 1583 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
Adj. Flow (vph) 91 2750 100 8 3132 150 190 124 0 195 14 n37 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 0 31 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 60 
Lane Graue Flow {veh) 91 2750 69 8 3132 105 190 124 0 195 14 77 
Turn T:;pe Prot Perm Prot Perm Prot Prot Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 4 8 6 
Actuated Green, G (s) 4.0 63.6 63.6 0.8 60.4 60.4 4.0 10.0 4.0 10.0 10.0 
Effecti1•e Green, g (s) 5.0 64.6 64.6 1.8 61.4 61.4 5.0 11.0 5.0 11.0 11.0 
Actuated g/C Ratto 0.05 0.68 0.68 0.02 O.b5 0.65 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.'12 0.12 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (Sl 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
lane Grp Cap (vph) 94 3480 1083 65 3307 1030 94 412 94 217 ns4 
Ills Ratio Prot c0.05 0.54 G.OO c0. 52 0.11 0.04 c0.11 0.01 
VIS Ratio Perm 0.04 O.Q7 c0.05 
VIC Ratio 0.97 0.79 0.06 0.12 0.95 0.10 2.02 0.30 2.07 0.06 0.42 
Uniform Oelay, d1 44.6 10.2 4.9 45.5 15.0 6.2 44.7 38.2 44.7 37.1 38.7 
Progression Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 81.5 1.3 0.0 0.9 6.8 0.0 494.8 0.4 518.0 0.1 1.5 
Delay (s) 126.1 11.5 4.9 46.4 21.9 6.2 539.5 38.6 562.7 37.2 40.3 
Level of Service F B A D c A F D F D D 
Approach Delay (s) 14.8 21.2 341.7 334.6 
Approach LOS B c F F 
[Intersection S\lnma~ 
HCM Average Control Delay 48.8 HCM Level of SeiVice D 
HCM Volume to Capaaty ratio 0.9~ 
Actuated Cycle Length (s) 94.4 Sum of lost time (s) 12.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 86.9°,~ ICU Level of Service E 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Critical Lane Group 







HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
29: Ave 12 & Road 38 3/3112010 
- " 
~ +- ~ ,.. 
Movement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 
Lane Configuratioms ttt- r "i ttt 'i"i rr 
Volume (vph) 2170 366 844 2692 401 595 
Ideal Flow (vp hpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Lane Wi(fth 12 12 12 12 14 12 
ifotal Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Util. Faclor 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.97 0.88 
Frt 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
Fit Protected 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 
Satd. Flow (pr.ot) 5085 1583 1770 5085 3662 2787 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 
Satd. Flow (~erm) 5085 1583 1770 5085 3662 2787 
Peak-hour factor, PHF 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
Adj. Flow (vpll) 2192 370 853 2719 405 601 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 130 0 0 0 528 
Lane Grou~ Flow (v~h) 2192 240 853 2719 405 73 
if urn Type Perm Proj Prot 
Protected Phases 4 3 8 2 2 
Permitted Phases 4! 
Actuated Green, G (s) 53.0 53.0 59.0 116.0 16.0 16.0 
Effective Green, g (s) 540 54.0 60.0 117.0 17.0 17.0 
Actuated g!C !Ratio 0.39 0.39 0.43 0.84 0.12 0.12 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (s) 3 () 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Grp Cap (vph) 1961 611 759 4250 445 338 
VIS Ratio Prot c0.43: c0.48 0.53 c0.11 0.03 
vis Ratio l'erm 0.15 
VIC Ratio 1.12 0.39 1.12 0.64 0.91 0.22 
Uniform Delay, d1 43.0 31 .1 40.0 4.1 60.7 55.5 
Progression F.actor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lncremenffat Delay, d2 60.6 0.4! 72.3 0.3 22.5 0.3 
Delay (s) 103.6 31 .5 112.3 4.4 83.3 55.8 
Level of Service F c F A F E 
Approach Delay (s) 93.2 30.2 66.9 
Approach LOS F c E 
.1 ntersection Su nrna!Y 
HCM Average Control Delay 58.0 HCM Level of Service E 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 1.09 
Actuated Cycle Length (s) 140.0 Sum of lost lime (s) 9.0 
Intersection Capacity u tiliza.tion 110.1% ICU Level of Se!Yice H 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Critical Lane Group 
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APPENDIX 8-3: LEVEL OF SERVICE DETAILS— AVENUE 12 WITH 
BYPASS 
AM PEAK HOUR 



































































HCM Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 





....... ~ t ~ '. ~ ., 
Movement EllL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SllR 
Lane Configurations 4't '{' 'I tt. '1'1 t. ~ 
Volume (vph) 0 978 59 132 1281 0 200 121 0 0 32 0 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 19()0 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Lane Width 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15 12 12 15 12 
Total Lost time (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane Util. Factor 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.00 
Frt 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 10@ 
Fit Protected 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Satd. Flow (prot) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Fit Permitted 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
Satd. Flow (~erm) 3539 1583 1770 3539 3433 2049 2049 
Peak-hour factor, PH F 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.9•8 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Adj. Flow (vph) 0 998 60 135 1307 0 204 123 0 0 33 0 
RTOR Reduction (vph) 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lane G1oue Flow (veh) 0 998 24 135 1307 0 204 123 0 0 33 0 
Turn Type Perm Perm Prot Prot Perm 
Protected Phases 4 3 8 5 2 €i 
Permitted Phases ~ ~ 6 
Actuat<l'd Green, G (s) 17.8 17.8 3.8 25.6 4.0 14.4 M 
Effective Green, g (s) 18.8 18.8 4.8 26.6 5.0 15.4 7.11 
Actuate·d g/C Ratio 0.39 0.39 0.10 0.55 0.10 0.32 0.15 
Clearance Time (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Vehicle Extension (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Lane GJp Cap (vph) 1386 620 177 1961 358 657 316 
VIS Ratio Prot 0.28 c0.08 c0.37 c0.06 c0.06 0.02 
Vis Ratio Perm 0.01 
VIC Ratio 0.72 0.04 0.76 0.67 0.57 0.19 0.10 
Uniform Oetay, d1 12.4 9.0 21.0 7.6 20.5 11.8 17.5 
Progression Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Incremental Delay, d2 1.9 0.0 17.5 0.9 2.1 0.1 0.1 
Delay (s) 14.2 9.0 38.6 8.4 22.6 11.9 17.6 
Level of Service B A D A c B B 
Approach Delay (s) 13.9 11.3 18.6 17.6 
Approach LOS B B B B 
.ll'ltersection St.lnma!:!i 
HCM A'lerage Control Delay 13.2 HCM Level of Service B 
HCM Volume to Capacity ratio 0.54 
Actuate·d Cycle Length (s) 48.0 Sum of lost time (s) 5.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 84.8% ICIJ Level of Service E 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
c Critical Lane Group 
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APPENDIX 8-4: DERIVATION OF BYPASS TRIPS 





Link C = Avenue 12 with 4 lanes (2 lanes per direction) for capacity of 1600 
vph @ 30 mph speed
Link D = Bypass with 2 lanes (1 lane per direction) for capacity of 2000 vph 
@ 60 mph speed
Formulas 
Time = distance/speed 
New Travel Time = use BPR Formula: 
Te  = current travel time 
T0 e  = free-flow tavel time
Ve  = current volume 
Ce  = link capacity 





: a b c d 
4.1. What are link capacitie s? 1600 2000 
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4.3. What are link speeds? 30 60 






: c d 
6.What are route travel times? 0.10 0.07 




0 192 288 0 1 
3. Answer these Questions on the assigned network:
1.What are assigned link volumes?
2.What are assigned link volumes as percent of 
link capacities?
3.What are recalculated link travel times?
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2. Assign 2400 trips to the network in 20% increments 2400 192 288 480 2
 
3. Answer these Questions on the assigned network:
1.What are assigned link volumes?




Route: c d 
0.10 0.07 
960 
2.What are assigned link volumes as percent of 
link capacities?
3.What are recalculated link travel times?
4.What are route travel times?
2. Assign 2400 trips to the network in 20% increments 2400 192 288 480 3
 
3. Answer these Questions on the assigned network:
1.What are assigned link volumes?
2.What are assigned link volumes as percent of 
link capacities?
3.What are recalculated link travel times?
4.What are route travel times?




Route: c d 
0.10 0.07 
2. Assign 2400 trips to the network in 20% increments 2400 192 288 480 4
 
3. Answer these Questions on the assigned network:
1.What are assigned link volumes?
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link capacities?
3.What are recalculated link travel times?
4.What are route travel times?
0.1008 0.0678 
Route: c d 
0.10 0.07 
2. Assign 2400 trips to the network in 20% increments 2400 193 287 480 5
 
3. Answer these Questions on the assigned network:
1.What are assigned link volumes?
2.What are assigned link volumes as percent of 
link capacities?
3.What are recalculated link travel times?
4.What are route travel times?




Route: c d 
0.10 0.07 
193
 
2400 
